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ABSTRACT
Low-Power and Error-Resilient VLSI Circuits and Systems
by
Chia-Hsiang Chen
Chair: Zhengya Zhang
Efficient low-power computation is critically important for the success of the next-
generation very-large-scale integration (VLSI) applications. Device and supply volt-
age (Vcc) have been continuously pushed smaller and lower to meet a more con-
strained power envelope with each generation, but device and voltage scaling have
created resiliency challenges, including increasing timing faults, data-retention fail-
ures, and soft errors. This work aims at designing low-power and robust circuits and
systems by drawing circuit, architecture, and algorithm approaches. Throughout the
work, new simulation methodologies are developed for fast and accurate analysis and
evaluation.
This dissertation explores the low-voltage limits of sequential logics. The mini-
mum supply voltage (Vmin) for sequential logic circuits is analyzed by statistically
simulating the impact of within-die process variations and gate-dielectric soft break-
down on data retention and hold time. As Vcc scales, statistical circuit simulations
demonstrate that hold time increases faster than circuit delay or cycle time, conse-
quently the required number of minimum-delay buffers increases. For this reason, we
formulate a new hold-time violation metric that defines Vmin as the Vcc in which the
hold time exceeds a target percentage of the cycle time. The hold-time Vmin metric
is adopted by Intel as a new design metric.
Device scaling increases soft errors, affecting circuit reliability. Two 65nm bulk
CMOS test chips were characterized in heavy-ion radiation environment in Texas
A&M University K500 superconducting cyclotron facility in 2012. Through extensive
soft error characterization, we observe the soft error mechanisms and its dependence
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on supply voltage and clock frequency. The study laid the foundation of the first
65nm digital signal processing (DSP) chip design for a NASA spaceflight project.
To detect timing faults under low Vcc or soft errors due to particle strikes, we
propose a new online circuit technique to improve upon the conventional pre-edge and
post-edge error detection techniques. This new error detection technique can be used
to protect combinational logic paths while minimizing the performance penalty and
implementation cost. In particular, a cross-edge technique is developed and its special
pre-edge and post-edge versions for fast, moderate, and slow paths, respectively. This
technique utilizes the inherent redundancy in a flip-flop design, thereby keeping the
cost to only 31 transistors. Furthermore, the error checking window can be tuned by
duty cycling the clock signal, offering more flexibility for diverse levels of protection.
As error-resilient designs have become more important with the continued device
scaling, a critical challenge of designing error-resilient circuits and systems is the
lack of tools to quickly and accurately evaluate their effectiveness and performance.
We demonstrate an FPGA-based transient error simulator to accelerate transient
error simulations incorporating accurate datapath delay models and realistic error
models. Compared to conventional FPGA-based digital error simulators, the FPGA-
based transient error simulator captures fine-grained interactions between errors and
datapath. This error simulator is constructed based on parameterized models, making
it general-purpose and widely applicable. We demonstrate the capability of this
simulator in the evaluation of pre-edge and post-edge error detection techniques, using
synthesized processors that operate under soft error, transient noise and voltage droop
models.
In addition to timing faults and soft errors, future post-CMOS devices could
introduce nondeterministic errors. We present a confidence-driven computing (CDC)
architecture to provide an adaptive protection for post-CMOS devices. The CDC
model employs fine-grained temporal redundancy and confidence checking for a faster
adaptation and tunable reliability. The CDC model can be extended to deeply scaled
CMOS circuits, where an early checking (EC) technique can be used to perform
independent error checking for more flexibility and better performance. A sample-
based FPGA emulation along with real-time error injection is proposed to evaluate the
CDC model. The CDC model is shown to adapt to fluctuating error rates to enhance
the system reliability by effectively trading off performance. FPGA-based transient
error simulator is applied to evaluate the EC technique at a finer time scale. The
EC technique improves the system reliability by more than four orders of magnitude
when errors are of short duration.
xvii
Designing low-power resilient systems can effectively leverage application-specific
algorithmic approaches. To explore design opportunities in the algorithmic domain,
an application-specific detection and decoding processor for multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) wireless communication is investigated. A reliable and low-power
implementation of the MIMO processor is critical for future mobile communication
systems. We propose an implementation of a joint detection and decoding technique
by enclosing detection and decoding in an iterative loop to enhance both interference
cancellation and error reduction. We present new co-optimizations through algorithm,
architecture, and low-power circuit techiniques. These optimizations enable our chips
to achieve a better throughput, energy efficiency and error performance from the
previous work.
This dissertation studies the low-power circuit design issues, and proposes new
circuit, architecture, and algorithm solutions to improve the system reliability and to
enhance the energy efficiency. The new techniques developed in this work, including
hold-time Vmin metric, FPGA-based transient simulator, confidence-driven architec-
ture, and iterative detection-decoding system, provide the opportunities to optimize
low-power and error-resilient VLSI circuits and systems.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Scaling of CMOS device geometries and supply voltage (Vcc) significantly im-
proves the energy efficiency of digital integrated circuits, but also leads to the growing
challenges in system reliability and variability [6, 7]. As Vcc reduces, setup and hold
times lengthen and data retention degrades. Within-die (WID) process variations and
gate-dielectric soft breakdown can even further exacerbate the adverse effect, creating
more timing faults and data-retention failures. Meanwhile, as charge reduces inside
each logic node, CMOS transistors are becoming more susceptible to external tran-
sient noise and particle strikes [8, 9], increasing soft errors and presenting a major
design problem especially for space and flight systems.
In parallel with CMOS device scaling, a variety of nanodevices, such as carbon
nanotube, graphene, spin, nanoelectromechanical relay, and memristor, have been
proposed to sustain Moore’s law of scaling for years to come [10,11]. Although these
post-CMOS devices boast potentially much higher integration density and substan-
tially lower energy consumption compared to CMOS, some of them exhibit nonde-
terministic behavior. For example, memristor switching is a stochastic process that
depends on the probabilistic filament formation [12,13]. Such stochastic devices yield
unpredictable operations that are manifested as erratic errors of arbitrary duration.
Since sustaining the scaling and applying new devices are critically important to
reduce energy consumption, improving system resiliency is one of the primary goals
and challenges in today’s very-large-scale integration (VLSI) circuits and systems.
This dissertation is focused on the design of error resilient circuits and systems,
and it contributes to four research areas: (1) transistor-level study of the timing
faults under low supply voltage and soft errors due to particle strikes, (2) low-cost
circuit-level error detection and evaluation methodology, (3) error-resilient computing
architecture, and (4) error-resilient algorithm and low-power system implementation
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for multiple-antenna wireless communications. The four areas from transistor level
to system level are elaborated in the following subsections.
1.1 Error characterization and impact analysis
1.1.1 Data-retention failures and timing faults
As Vcc is reduced, the storage elements, such as static random-access memory
(SRAM) and register file, may have internal data corrupted and more errors may also
occur during read and write operation. Traditionally, we consider that SRAM and
register file limit the minimum supply voltage (Vmin) scaling due to read, write, or
data-retention failures [14, 15]. Recent circuit-assist techniques [16, 17] and multiple
Vcc power domains [18] have improved Vmin for both SRAM and register file de-
signs. Looking forward, sequential circuits (i.e., flip-flops and latches), which contain
feedback circuitry for storing data similar to SRAMs and register files, may start to
limit Vmin scaling for the logic portion of the processor design. Since sequential logic
circuits do not have the regularity of array structures, the circuit-assist techniques
for SRAM and register file designs may not be applicable or incur impracticable
overheads for the sequential circuits.
Three fundamental metrics for a sequential circuit are data retention, setup time,
and hold time. As Vcc reduces with the presence of process variations and gate-
dielectric soft breakdown, the data retention degrades, and the setup and hold times
lengthen. Although setup-time violations at low Vcc can be avoided by reducing the
clock frequency (Fclk) [6] in post-silicon testing, hold-time or data-retention failures
cannot be resolved by changing Fclk. Rather, post-silicon data-retention or hold-
time violations are only resolved by increasing Vcc. Furthermore, adding min-delay
buffers and upsizing transistors in the sequential circuit are necessary to prevent po-
tential data-retention and hold-time failures at low Vcc. These approaches, however,
incur an expensive power overhead when worst-case variations are assumed in pre-
silicon design. For this reason, we consider the data retention and hold time as the
determining factor for the Vmin of sequential circuits.
As hold time increases faster than the cycle time while lowering Vcc, we introduce
a new hold-time violation metric to define Vmin as the Vcc in which the hold time
exceeds a target percentage (10%) of the cycle time [19]. As a result, the hold-
time Vmin is found at 0.73Vnorm and is primarily affected by within-die (WID)
variations in Intel 22nm tri-gate CMOS technology. Our circuit analysis show that
the data-retention Vmin is highly sensitive to the gate-dielectric soft breakdown and
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the variations on the latch. Hold-time Vmin is most sensitive to the variations on
the first clock inverter. Upsizing the first clock inverter in the master-slave flip-flop
(MSFF) by 2× can effectively reduce hold-time failures and improve Vmin.
1.1.2 Soft errors
Soft errors are nondestructive, nonpermanent, and nonrecurring errors. They
were first observed in DRAM due to alpha particles emitted by lead-based package
in the 70s [20]. Neutrons in cosmic rays were found as another important source of
soft errors [21–23]. These energetic particles travel through the silicon substrate and
create minority carriers. When enough minority carriers are collected by a nearby
transistors drain diffusion node, it will result in a potential disruption of the stored 0
or 1 state, or a voltage transient, resulting in soft errors [24–26]. Soft errors belong to
the broader class of single-event effects (SEE), defined as any measurable or observable
change in state of performance of a device resulting from a single energetic particle
strike [27]. Soft errors include single-event upset (SEU), i.e., a soft error caused
by a single energetic particle strike [24, 25], and single-event transient (SET), i.e., a
momentary voltage spike at a circuit node caused by a single energy particle strike [28].
To evaluate single-event effects, we designed two 65nm bulk CMOS application-
specific integrated circuits (ASIC) test chips and characterized them in heavy-ion
radiation environment in Texas A&M University K500 superconducting cyclotron
facility in 2012. We observe that hardened flip-flops become less effective under
heavy-ion testing, and approaches that increase the critical charge by upsizing and
increasing supply voltage are also not as effective. The results suggest that the charge
conveyed by heavy ion strikes has far exceeded the critical charge needed to cause an
upset, thus tuning of the critical charge has little effect. However, multiple bit upsets
are more likely with heavier ion strikes, causing radiation-hardened flip-flops to fail
more frequently. We also observe the unequal 0-to-1 and 1-to-0 upsets in all shift
register tests, which are attributed to the latch design, sizing, and the cross section
of P- and N-diffusion. Circuit design and sizing can be used to balance or bias the
upset rates for specific applications. The dependence on supply voltage and clock
frequency are demonstrated in the dissertation.
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1.2 Design and evaluation methodology for error detection
techniques
Transient faults and soft errors discussed in section 1.1 often last for a short dura-
tion. The impact on the system varies depending on when and where the error occurs,
known as timing masking and logic masking, respectively. Sometimes these errors do
no harm to a system [29], while at other times they can propagate and accumulate,
causing system failures. These problems can become more complicated, and therefore
require new research on error detection techniques and efficient evaluation methods.
1.2.1 In situ error detection circuits
To enhance the robustness of deep-submicron designs against occasional delay
errors and soft errors, online circuit techniques have been proposed to detect error
occurrences. These techniques can be classified to three groups based on how the
checking is performed: post-edge checking that detects error in a window after the
sampling edge [5, 30–32], pre-edge checking that detects error in a window prior to
the sampling edge [4,33], and multi-edge checking that detects errors by upsampling
using multiple clock phases [34, 35]. However, each existing technique has its own
advantage and limitation. The post-edge technique incurs no performance penalty as
checking occurs after the sampling edge, but each path under post-edge protection
must be carefully tuned to avoid race conditions. The pre-edge technique is free of any
hold time constraints, and it can use the delay slack in fast paths for error detection,
however it prolongs the clock period if it is used in slow (critical) paths. Note that
none of the above techniques alone is well suited to providing coverage of all types of
datapaths.
To overcome these challenges, we propose a diverse error detection technique to
protect combinational logic paths while minimizing the performance penalty and im-
plementation cost [36]. In particular, we use a new cross-edge technique and its special
pre-edge and post-edge versions for moderate, fast, and slow paths, respectively. Our
method utilizes the inherent redundancy in a flip-flop design, thereby keeping the cost
at only 31 transistors. Furthermore, it can also be tuned by duty cycling the clock
signal, offering more flexibility for diverse levels of protection.
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1.2.2 FPGA-based transient simulator
Error-resilient circuit designs require massive verification and simulation to find
the optimal design parameters. Traditionally, the simulation is performed by using
either slow software-based transient simulator or inaccurate field-programmable gate
array(FPGA)-based digital simulator. The challenges with slow or inaccurate simu-
lation process motivate us to design an FPGA-based transient error simulator to aid
the design and evaluation of error-resilient techniques. In the proposed paradigm,
we detach circuit characterization from error simulation: circuit characterization will
be done efficiently using standard computer-aided design (CAD) tools, while the
lengthy error simulation will be done on a fast FPGA-based error simulator. Fast
FPGA platforms allow the delay models and error models to be fully exercised, and
the interactions between errors and circuits to be captured for a good coverage. The
proposed FPGA-based transient simulator is comprised of three main parts: (1) delay
profile of the datapath under test, (2) transient error models, and (3) error-resilient
designs to be evaluated. All three parts are programmable, producing a versatile and
general-purpose error simulation platform.
1.3 Confidence-driven computing architecture
We propose a confidence-driven computing (CDC) architecture for protection
against nondeterministic errors over a wide range of rate and duration. The key
concept of the proposed computing model is to employ fine-grained temporal redun-
dancy with tunable threshold for a faster adaptation and an adjustable reliability.
The CDC model is suitable for designs using nondeterministic post-CMOS devices.
It allows systems to adapt to large runtime variations and reduces excessive design
margins for an efficient computing system [37].
1.4 Low-power and error-resilient system with algorithm and
architecture co-design
Algorithm techniques provide more opportunities for designing a low-power and
error-resilient system. Targeting a reliable detection and decoding processor design for
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communication system, we explore
design methods from algorithm and architecture to circuits. In state-of-the-art MIMO
designs, iterative detection and decoding (IDD) has been proposed to reduce the
signal-to-noise ratio required for a reliable transmission. An IDD system consists of a
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soft-in soft-out (SISO) detector to cancel interference, and a forward error correction
(FEC) decoder to remove errors. The two blocks exchange soft information to improve
the SNR iteratively. In this dissertation, we demonstrate an IDD design in 65nm
CMOS technology with a minimum mean square error (MMSE) detection and a
nonbinary low-density parity-check (LDPC) decoding targeting 4x4 256 quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) MIMO systems. Through study of the algorithmic
properties, and the co-optimization algorithm with architecture and circuit designs,
our MMSE detector achieves the highest throughput and energy efficiency among the
latest published SISO detector designs.
1.5 Dissertation outline
Chapter II describes the study of low-voltage limits of sequential gates. In addition
to conventional data-retention Vmin metric, we propose a new hold-time Vmin metric.
This study was conducted with an Intel 22nm tri-gate CMOS technology.
Chapter III presents extensive soft error characterization results from our two
65nm bulk CMOS test chips that underwent heavy-ion radiation testing. The soft
error mechanisms and their dependence on supply voltage and clock frequency are
analyzed.
Chapter IV discusses error detection circuits and simulation methodologies to eval-
uate error resilient designs. We present an efficient in situ error detection techniques
to exploit datapath characteristics for monitoring circuit errors in a more efficient
manner. A new simulation tool is constructed based on FPGA to quickly and ac-
curately evaluate error-resilient designs and their effectiveness and performance. We
demonstrate the capability of this simulator in the evaluation of error-resilient circuit
design techniques.
Chapter V explores a confidence-driven computing (CDC) architecture and its
adaptive protection against nondeterministic errors.
Chapter VI demonstrates an ASIC circuit design to improve communication reli-
ability for a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system. We presents new tech-
niques that improve the energy efficiency and enable a higher throughput based on
the co-optimization of the algorithm with the architecture and circuit design.
Chapter VII summarizes the contributions of this dissertation and describes the
future directions .
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CHAPTER II
Timing Faults and Data-Retention Failures
In this chapter, we explore the Vmin for sequential logic circuits in a 22nm tri-
gate CMOS technology [38] by statistically simulating the impact of within-die (WID)
process parameter variations and gate-dielectric soft breakdown on data retention and
hold time for over 106 standard-cell master-slave flip-flops (MSFF), as illustrated in
Figure 2.1, to represent the sequential circuits in a high-performance microprocessor
or SoC design. Section 2.1 describes the statistical circuit analysis. Sections 2.2
and 2.3 explain the circuit simulation methodologies for the data-retention Vmin and
hold-time Vmin, respectively. Section 2.4 compares the data-retention Vmin and the
hold-time Vmin values while providing insight for reducing the overall Vmin for the
sequential logic circuits. Section 2.5 summarizes the key results.
2.1 Statistical circuit simulation methodology
The Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is the most common statistical methodology for
capturing the effects of process variations in circuits. The MC simulation performs
many MC samples. Based on the input device-level parameter distributions and
spatial correlations, each MC sample assigns variations to the device parameters in
the circuit. These device-level parameters include channel length, channel width, and
threshold voltage. After simulating the circuit with the assigned parameter variations,
the circuit output (e.g., delay) corresponds to one MC sample. The MC output
distribution is generated after performing a sufficient number of samples.
In a high-performance microprocessor or DSP design, the number of flip-flops can
reach or exceed 106 [39]. Quantifying the impact of WID variations on this number
of flip-flops in a design requires a statistical analysis corresponding to a cumulative
probability of 5 standard deviations (σ) from the mean. To accurately capture the
5σ WID-variation probability in the tail of the MC output distribution, more than
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Figure 2.1: Master-slave flip-flop (MSFF) schematic.
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Figure 2.2: Probability density distributions from MC simulations with 104 samples
for (a) normalized hold time at Vnorm and (b) normalized data-retention
Vmin with Rg. The MC (a) hold time and (b) data-retention Vmin
corresponding to a 3σ WID-variation probability are compared to MPP
results.
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107 samples are needed, resulting in excessive simulation time, and consequently,
rendering the MC approach impracticable as a statistical analysis approach.
Table 2.1: Comparison of MPP and MC simulations. Table shows percentage differ-
ence between MPP and MC (104samples) simulations for both hold time
and data-retention Vmin, at two WID variation targets (2.5σ and 3.0σ).
Hold time is performed at two voltages and data-retention Vmin is per-
formed with and without Rg.
Hold time Data-retention Vmin
WID Variation Vnorm 0.75Vnorm w/ Rg w/o Rg
2.5σ 2.1% 0.2% 3.6% 1.6%
3.0σ 1.8% 4.4% 1.9% 0.5%
The most probable point (MPP) simulation [40] provides an exponentially faster
alternative to an MC simulation for cumulative probabilities larger than 4σ. In con-
trast to the MC approach, the MPP only generates a single output value that corre-
sponds to a specific cumulative probability (e.g., a 5σ probability in a normal distri-
bution). The MPP first performs a sensitivity analysis to identify the most sensitive
parameters in the circuit that are susceptible to variations. Then, the WID-variations
are distributed to either maximize or minimize the circuit response, depending on the
output function, for an input cumulative probability corresponding to a target num-
ber of σ values (e.g., 5σ). As an example of the MPP hold-time simulation, the WID
parameter variations in channel length, channel width, and threshold voltage are dis-
tributed among the most sensitive transistors in the MSFF, as described in Fig. 2.1,
to maximize the hold-time delay for a cumulative probability corresponding to a 5σ
target in a normal distribution. In an MC simulation, the required number of sam-
ples increases exponentially as the target σ number increases. In contrast, MPP only
requires a fixed number of samples for the sensitivity analysis and for calculating the
maximum or minimum circuit output, which depends on the number of transistors
in the circuit and is independent of the target σ number. For this reason, MPP is a
highly practical statistical simulation methodology for evaluating a circuit response
for a target of 4σ or higher. Furthermore, the MPP simulation provides key insight
to the most vulnerable transistors in the circuit by specifying the assignment of the
device-level parameter variations.
Recent statistical SRAM and register file circuit simulations employ the MPP
methodology [41]. Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 provide a comparison of the MPP and MC
simulations for validating the accuracy of the MPP approach. The MC simulations
consist of 104 samples to enable a highly accurate analysis of the distribution tail
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Figure 2.3: Data-retention analysis for the slave latch of the MSFF while holding a
logic 1. The PMOS process variation (circled) and gate-dielectric soft
breakdown (Rg) on node S I limit the data-retention Vmin.
for cumulative probabilities corresponding to a 3σ target and below. As described in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3, separate statistical circuit simulations quantify the hold time
and data-retention Vmin for cumulative probabilities targeting a 2.5σ and a 3.0σ of
WID variation. For the hold-time simulations, Vcc equals Vnorm and 0.75Vnorm,
where Vnorm represents a normalized voltage for the process technology node. From
Table 2.1, the MPP error as compared to MC is less than 5% for all four hold-
time statistical simulations. Fig. 2.2(a) highlights one of the four comparisons by
plotting the probability density from the MC simulation with Vcc at Vnorm. From
Fig. 2.2(a), the MPP normalized delay of 1.72 agrees closely (i.e., 1.8% error) with
the MC normalized delay of 1.69 for a cumulative probability corresponding to a
3σ WID-variation target. For the data-retention Vmin, simulations are performed
with and without the Rg model that captures the gate-dielectric soft breakdown. In
Table 2.1, the MPP error in data-retention Vmin is less than 4%. From Fig. 2.2(b),
the MPP output error is 1.9% of the MC simulation value. In summary, the MPP
methodology provides a highly accurate result as compared to an MC approach while
exponentially reducing the simulation time for cumulative probabilities targeting 4σ
and beyond.
2.2 Data-retention failure and Vmin analysis
As described in Fig. 2.1, an MSFF consists of a master latch followed by a slave
latch. An MSFF retains data in both the master and slave latches. Since the data
retention for the master latch and the slave latch are similar, the data-retention
simulation focuses on the slave latch to simplify the analysis. While the number of
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latches to consider for the data-retention analysis is twice the number of MSFFs, the
change in the number of standard deviations for the WID variations is negligible.
Fig. 2.3 zooms-in on the schematic of the slave latch for describing the data-retention
analysis. The two primary sources of data-retention degradation are WID process
variations and gate-dielectric soft breakdown [42]. Gate-dielectric soft breakdown
is modeled by adding a resistor (Rg) between the gate and source of a transistor
as illustrated in Fig. 2.3 at node S I. The value of Rg is empirically extracted from
device measurements. Although soft breakdown can occur in any transistor, the most
probable node for soft breakdown in the slave latch is either S I or S O in Fig. 2.3.
These two nodes receive the longest time of DC stress while the transistors on the clock
path receive less DC stress because the clock nodes transition twice every cycle [43].
Thus, the data-retention analysis for the MSFF is similar to the SRAM [42]. The
conventional SRAM data-retention analysis is based on a static DC simulation [44].
The conventional SRAM circuit analysis breaks the feedback inverter loop to simulate
the DC response for the voltage transfer curve (VTC). Similarly for the MSFF, the
simulation varies the input voltage from 0V to Vcc on S I to generate one VTC and
S O to generate another VTC as illustrated in Fig. 2.4(a). From this butterfly curve
which is formed by the two VTCs, the static noise margin (SNM) is calculated as the
voltage corresponding to the smallest side of the two largest squares bounded inside
the curve. The data-retention Vmin is defined as the Vcc in which the SNM collapses
to zero.
From MPP simulations, drive-current degradation in the top PMOS of the tri-state
inverter, as circled in Fig. 2.3, with an Rg connected between S I and ground limits
the data-retention Vmin. This occurs for two reasons. First, the tri-state inverter is
designed with minimum width transistors to minimize the impact on the CK-to-Q
delay and area. In comparison to the S O node which is driven by an inverter, the
S I node is weakly driven by the tri-state or stacked inverter, resulting in greater
susceptibility to the gate leakage from soft breakdown as modeled by Rg. Second,
the PMOS drive current is slightly weaker than the NMOS drive current for iso-sized
transistors [38], thus retaining a logic 1 on S I is more difficult than holding a logic 0.
For these reasons, the worst-case simulations for soft breakdown occur while placing
an Rg between S I and ground while retaining a logic 1. In addition to the location
of Rg, the inverter drive current is more sensitive to the top PMOS of the tri-state
inverter, as circled in Fig. 2.3, as compared to the bottom PMOS
In contrast to an SRAM or register file design, the MSFF refreshes the data in
both latches every cycle. Thus, the slave latch only needs to retain the data for
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Figure 2.4: (a) Butterfly curves for the static DC analysis of data retention. (b)
Description of the retention windows for the dynamic transient analysis
of data retention.
Table 2.2: Normalized data-retention Vmin with Rg and a 5σ WID-variation target
across various retention windows for the dynamic transient simulations.
Retention Window 0.01µs 0.1µs 1µs 10µs
Norm. Data-Retention Vmin 0.607 0.608 0.609 0.609
no Rg, 5σ Rg, 0σ Rg, 5σ
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Figure 2.5: Normalized data-retention Vmin with the individual and combined contri-
butions of WID variation and Rg for the conventional static DC analysis
and the dynamic transient analysis that captures the cycle time effect.
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Figure 2.6: Hold time is defined as the CK-to-D delay where a 50% Vcc glitch occurs
on node M O.
half of the clock cycle (i.e., low phase of the clock). The retention time is inversely
proportional to Fclk. The traditional static DC analysis assumes an infinite retention
window, thus failing to capture the interaction between the data retention and the
clock cycle time. To investigate the impact of cycle time (or retention window) on the
data-retention Vmin, a transient simulation is performed while varying the retention
window as illustrated in Fig. 2.4(b). Table 2.2 lists the normalized data-retention
Vmin simulation results for retention windows ranging from 0.01µs to 10µs. From
this data, the clock cycle time has a negligible influence on the data-retention Vmin
over the cycle time range of interest.
Fig. 2.5 quantifies the individual and combined impact of WID process variations
and gate-dielectric soft breakdown on data-retention Vmin for the static DC analysis
and the dynamic transient analysis. First, the static DC analysis agrees closely (i.e.,
within 2%) with the more rigorous and accurate dynamic transient analysis. Since
the static DC analysis is significantly faster than the dynamic transient analysis, the
conventional static DC simulation is the recommended approach for the data-retention
Vmin analysis in sequential logic circuits. Second, the results in Fig. 2.5 indicate that
the WID variations at a 5σ target have a similar effect as the gate-dielectric soft
breakdown on the data-retention Vmin. The combination of both WID variations
and gate-dielectric soft breakdown limits the data-retention Vmin to 0.61Vnorm for
the 22nm technology.
2.3 Hold-time violation and Vmin analysis
Referring to Fig. 2.1, hold time is the minimum delay that the MSFF input (D)
needs to be held after the rising edge of the clock (CK) to ensure the data is sam-
pled correctly. The hold-time simulation sweeps the transition of D relative to the
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Figure 2.7: Dynamic transient simulation description for the worst-case data-
dependent hold-time analysis.
rising CK edge until the CK-to-D delay results in a 50% Vcc glitch at node M O as
described in Fig. 2.6. Hold time is influenced by the same factors considered in the
data-retention analysis, including gate-dielectric soft breakdown and WID process
variations. Hold time is also data dependent, as the hold time for a logic 1 at the
input D is longer than the hold time for a logic 0 for a positive-edge-triggered MSFF
as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. This phenomenon is attributed to the misalignment of clock
signals to the transmission gate (i.e., transistors M1 and M2) and the tri-state inverter
(i.e., transistors M3 and M4). The internally generated CK delay and CK bar nodes
are separated by an inverter delay. As a result, the transmission-gate PMOS (M1)
is always turned off after the transmission-gate NMOS (M2), thus creating a longer
transparency window for a logic 1 on D bar (i.e., 0 on D) as compared to a logic 0
on D bar (i.e., 1 on D). The longer transparency window directly increases the hold
time to prevent the high-to-low transition on D from entering the master latch and
corrupting the desired state. In parallel, the M4 NMOS turns on after the M3 PMOS,
thus the pull down to maintain 0 at node M I (i.e., the 1 from D) is weakened. Thus,
the hold time for a logic 1 at the input D is significantly longer than the hold time
for a logic 0.
Initial hold-time simulations consider the effect of gate-dielectric soft breakdown
by placing the Rg at different nodes in the MSFF. The hold time for a logic 1 degrades
by either inserting Rg between Vcc and node M I or placing Rg between node M O
and ground. Fig. 2.8 compares these two scenarios by simulating the impact of Rg
on hold time without considering WID variations. Fig. 2.8 demonstrates that the
worst-case hold time for a logic 1 occurs for an Rg between Vcc and M I.
Fig. 2.9 plots the impact of WID process variations for a 5σ target on the hold
time with and without inserting Rg between Vcc and M I. From Fig. 2.9, the impact
of WID variations dominates the hold time as Vcc scales while the gate-dielectric soft
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Figure 2.9: Normalized hold time with and without Rg for a 5σ WID-variation target
and an FO4 inverter chain delay versus the normalized Vcc.
breakdown has a negligible effect for a 5σ WID-variation target. Fig. 2.9 also plots
the normalized fan-out of 4 (FO4) inverter chain delay as a representative of logic
path delay as Vcc reduces. From Fig. 2.9, the hold time increases at a much faster
rate as compared to the FO4 inverter delay as Vcc decreases. As Vcc reduces from
Vnorm to 0.625Vnorm, the normalized FO4 inverter chain delay increases by 3.3×
while hold time increases by more than 30×. This large discrepancy between the
hold time and the inverter chain delay amplifies the susceptibility of sequential logic
circuits to min-delay race conditions, thus limiting Vcc scaling.
To avoid the hold-time violations, logic circuit designs must insert additional
buffers to allow further Vcc scaling, which negatively affects the logic area and power
at the high-performance mode. A critical step for evaluating the hold-time Vmin
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Figure 2.10: Hold time as a percentage of cycle time versus normalized Vcc. Hold-
time Vmin is defined as the Vcc in which the hold time exceeds 10% of
the cycle time.
is establishing the maximum hold-time delay for a given Vcc. In the simulations,
hold time equals 3% of the cycle time at Vnorm. The normalized clock cycle time
is assumed to scale as the inverter chain delay. A practical definition of hold-time
Vmin is determined by normalizing the hold time to the cycle time at each Vcc value
as plotted in Fig. 2.10. This data demonstrates that the hold time increases as a
larger fraction of the available cycle time as Vcc reduces. Consequently, the number
of buffers for min-delay protection must become an increasing fraction of the total
cycle time. The increasing cost of buffer insertion diminishes the energy benefits of
reducing Vcc. From Fig. 2.10, a practical limit for hold time is 10% of the cycle
time. Beyond this point, the hold time increases exponentially, thus requiring an
exponential increase in the number of min-delay buffers to avoid hold-time violations.
By defining the maximum hold time as 10% of the cycle time, the hold-time Vmin
equals 0.73Vnorm in the 22nm technology.
Fig. 2.11 describes the assignment of device-level parameter variations from the
MPP simulation to maximize the hold time for a 5σ WID variation across four Vcc
values. This data provides key insight to the most sensitive transistors in the MSFF
for hold time. From Fig. 2.11, the MPP simulation places the vast majority of the
WID variation on the NMOS of the first clock inverter of the MSFF (i.e., the inverter
with input CK and output CK bar in Fig. 2.1). As Vcc reduces, this NMOS transistor
receives a larger portion of the WID variation. The variation in the NMOS of the first
clock inverter changes the falling delay of CK bar and the rising delay of CK delay,
which controls the NMOS and PMOS transistors in the master transmission gate,
respectively. A longer channel length, shorter channel width, and/or higher threshold
16
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Figure 2.11: Breakdown of the 5σ WID variation across all the transistors in the
MSFF from the MPP simulations.
voltage on the NMOS of the first clock inverter weakens the drive strength of this
inverter during a rising clock edge, thus increasing the delays for both clock inverters
in the MSFF. The longer delays for the two clock inverters expand the transparency
window, thus degrading the hold time for the MSFF. In summary, the hold time is
most sensitive to the NMOS of the first clock inverter in the MSFF.
2.4 Vmin of sequential logic circuits
Fig. 2.12 compares the data-retention and hold-time Vmin values while consid-
ering the individual and combined effects of WID variations and gate-dielectric soft
breakdown. When neither WID variations nor gate-dielectric soft breakdown are con-
sidered, the data-retention and hold-time Vmin equals the fundamental Vcc scaling
limit for CMOS circuits [45,46]. When only accounting for the 5σ WID variation, the
data-retention and hold-time Vmin values increase to 0.39Vnorm and 0.72Vnorm,
respectively. When only considering the gate-dielectric soft breakdown, the data-
retention and hold-time Vmin values are 0.41Vnorm and 0.5Vnorm, respectively. As
discussed previously in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, WID variation and gate-dielectric break-
down affect the data retention similarly while the WID variation dictates the hold
time. When combining the effects of both WID variation and gate-dielectric soft
breakdown, the data-retention and hold-time Vmin values rise to 0.61Vnorm and
0.73Vnorm, respectively. From this analysis, the hold-time Vmin limits the Vcc scal-
ing for sequential circuits in a high-performance microprocessor or DSP in a 22nm
technology.
Since the WID variation is the dominant contributor to the hold-time Vmin,
reducing the hold-time sensitivity to WID variations enables an overall lower Vmin
for the sequential circuits. As described in Section 2.3, the hold time is most sensitive
to variations on the NMOS of the first clock inverter in the MSFF. Increasing the
transistor width allows more averaging of the random uncorrelated WID variations,
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Figure 2.13: Hold-time Vmin for the original MSFF in Fig. 2.1 and for the MSFF
with a 2× larger first clock inverter.
consequently reducing the drive current sensitivity to WID variations. Fig. 2.13
reveals an 18% reduction in hold-time Vmin by doubling the size of the first clock
inverter. This design change in the MSFF results in an overall 16% Vmin reduction
since the data-retention Vmin of 0.61Vnorm now limits the Vcc scaling. Although
the larger clock inverter width increases the capacitive load on the clock network
and the dynamic power at a given Vcc value, this analysis highlights the opportunity
for optimizing the sequential circuit design for enhancing the energy efficiency of a
high-performance microprocessor or DSP design.
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2.5 Summary
Data-retention Vmin and hold-time Vmin are studied to avoid logic failures on
sequential circuits while capturing the effect of WID process variations and gate-
dielectric soft breakdown. Statistical circuit simulations demonstrate that the data-
retention Vmin depends on both WID variations for a 5σ target and gate-dielectric
soft breakdown, which limit the data-retention Vmin to 0.61Vnorm. As hold time
increases faster than the cycle time while lowering Vcc, a new hold-time violation
metric is introduced to define Vmin as the Vcc in which the hold time exceeds a
target percentage (10%) of the cycle time. As a result, the hold-time Vmin is found
at 0.73Vnorm and is primarily affected by WID variations. Furthermore, a detailed
circuit analysis reveals that the data-retention Vmin is highly sensitive to the gate-
dielectric soft breakdown and the variations on the top PMOS of the tri-state inverter.
Hold-time Vmin is most sensitive to the variations on the NMOS of the first clock
inverter. Upsizing the first clock inverter in the MSFF by 2× reduces the hold-time
Vmin by 18% and the overall Vmin by 16%.
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CHAPTER III
Heavy-Ion Induced Soft Error Characterization
In this chapter, we present our heavy-ion radiation testing results and analyze the
impacts on circuit designs. Heavy-ion radiation testings were carried out in March
and August 2012 at the Texas A&M University K500 superconducting cyclotron facil-
ity [47]. Our measurements cover an array of heavy ions from neon to gold for chip 1
and from helium to silver for chip 2. The two test chips allow us to characterize SEE
at both circuit and system levels with different supply voltages and clock frequen-
cies. We observe that the upset rate saturates with increasing linear energy transfer
(or LET, the amount of energy deposited as the ion travels through the material,
measured in MeV-cm2/mg). The results shed light on the effectiveness of radiation
hardening approaches over a wide range of ion energies. In particular, conventional
radiation-hardened designs that rely on redundancy or increasing critical charge by
upsizing and increasing supply voltage are less effective at high LET levels. Our re-
sults also suggest that SEU in sequential circuits is dominant compared to SET in
combinational circuits in 50MHz and 100MHz testing. Increasing the clock frequency
to 500MHz increases upsets due to higher SET, which renders radiation hardening
of sequential circuits alone ineffective. In summary, the technical contributions of
this work are: (1) provide both circuit and system-level evidence to support earlier
findings [48] that hardened flip-flops are becoming less effective at high LET, and
clock frequency has a strong impact on the SET in combinational circuits [49]; (2)
extend the study on supply voltage [49] by showing that the supply voltage does not
have a strong impact in high-LET heavy-ion testing; (3) extend the study on clock
frequency [49] by showing that the hardened designs can be more sensitive to clock
frequency than standard designs; and (4) provide system-level ASIC testing results
that are consistent with the findings from the circuit-level test structures.
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3.1 Test chip designs and test setup
Two test chips were designed and fabricated in a TSMC 65nm bulk CMOS process.
Chip 1 was dedicated to characterizing SEE on basic ASIC chip building blocks,
including standard and hardened flip-flops, and to isolate the effects of supply voltage,
sizing, combinational and sequential circuits. The testing was done at a 50MHz clock
frequency to allow for probing of each individual test structure.
Chip 2 is a synthesized ASIC chip based on standard cells. The purpose of chip 2
is to characterize SEE of a practical ASIC chip at the system level. The testing was
done at two clock frequencies, 100MHz and 500MHz, and two supply voltages, 1.0V
and 0.7V, to study the effects of clock frequency and supply voltage on the SEE-
induced upsets in a standard DSP core and a radiation-hardened DSP core. The
results from both test chips are related to draw conclusions on the protection against
heavy ion impact by redundancy and to identify voltage and frequency dependency.
3.1.1 Test chip 1
Test chip 1 measures 1.2mm×1.5mm in size, and it contains 11 independent shift
register chains, each consisting of 500 stages of standard D flip flops as shown in
Figure 3.1. Chain 1 and 2 are built using DICE [1, 50] and TMR flip-flops [2], re-
spectively. DICE, shown in Figure 3.2(a), is a dual redundant flip-flop that prevents
an upset on any one node from propagating and corrupting the stored bit. TMR
flip-flop, shown in Figure 3.2(b), uses three copies of storage and majority vote to
enhance the protection against any single upset. These hardened flip-flops are evalu-
ated against commercial standard-cell flip-flops that make up chain 3, 4 and 5, where
the flip-flops in chain 3 are minimum sized (DFF1X) and those in chain 4 and 5 are
upsized using DFF2X and DFF4X cells respectively. Upsizing increases Qcrit but also
increases charge collection area.
To investigate SET in combinational circuits, we insert inverters in chain 6 to 11.
Specifically, in chain 6, 7 and 8, minimum sized inverters (INV1X) are used, and the
combinational logic depth is varied by having 4 inverters per shift register stage in
chain 6, 8 inverters in chain 7, and 16 inverters in chain 8. Deeper combinational logic
increases the collection of SET. When an SET is propagated and sampled by a flip-
flop, it is turned into an SEU. In chain 9, 10 and 11, upsized INV2X inverters are used.
Upsizing combinational circuits increases Qcrit, but also increases SET collection.
These test structures allow us to investigate SET in combinational circuits and SEU
in sequential circuits, as well as the impact of sizing and depth of combinational
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Figure 3.1: Shift register chains implemented on the test chip 1. Each chain consists
of 500 flip-flops. Chain 6 to 11 each has a varying number and size of
inverters.
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and (c) unprotected standard D flip-flop.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Test chip 1 layout, and (b) microphotograph.
circuits.
The layout and microphotograph of test chip 1 are shown in Figure 3.3. In imple-
menting the test structures, we first construct chain 11 as the baseline; then replace
the INV2X cells with INV1X cells to make chain 8; remove every other inverter to
make chain 10; and so on. In this way, we construct chain 6 to 11 using an identical
footprint, thus the impact due to layout difference is minimized. Similarly, chain 3
to 5 also share an identical footprint.
3.1.2 Test chip 2
Test chip 2 measures 1.5mm×1.0mm in size, and it consists of two DSP cores, a
standard core and a radiation-hardened core, that compute cross-correlations. Test
chip 2 was developed as part of the geostationary synthetic thinned aperture radiome-
ter (GeoSTAR) project [51, 52] led by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Each
DSP core computes the cross-correlations of 5 inputs with another set of 5 inputs
every clock cycle, and accumulates the correlations for 10ms. Following each 10ms
integration cycle, the correlation values are read out, and the values are reset for the
next integration cycle.
Test chip 2 was synthesized using standard cells of logic gates and flip-flops. The
standard core uses commercially available standard flip-flops, while the radiation-
hardened core incorporates custom-designed radiation-hardened DICE flip-flops for
datapath and TMR flip-flops for control to provide stronger SEE protection. Both
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Table 3.1: Ions applied in radiation testing and their nominal LET
Ion LET(MeV-cm2/mg) Ion LET(MeV-cm2/mg)
He 0.106 Kr 36.2
N 1.4 Ag 44.5
Ne 2.8 Xe 54.7
Ar 8.9 Au 88.4
cores are placed and routed using commercial CAD software. Test chip 2 provides self
test capability by generating test vectors on chip using linear feedback shift registers
(LFSR). The standard core measures 0.28mm×0.28mm and the hardened core is
larger at 0.33mm×0.33mm due to the larger DICE and TMR flip-flops.
3.1.3 Ion beam testing
In ion beam testing, a test chip is mounted on a test board that is connected to
an FPGA board, which generates control signals, test vectors, and collects results for
analysis. During the radiation testing, the lids of the test chips are removed and the
chips are fully uncovered as shown in Figure 3.4. We ran test chip 1 at 50MHz, a
relatively low clock frequency, to probe each individual test structure. Constant data
0 and constant data 1 are fed to the inputs of the 11 shift register chains, and the
outputs of these chains are recorded and analyzed by the FPGA. Results are expressed
in cross section per bit across a range of LET values. Cross section represents the
upset susceptibility, or more specifically, the number of upsets per unit ion fluence
(fluence is the flux integrated over time in ions/cm2). Cross section per bit can be
interpreted as the upset rate per unit ion fluence, i.e.,
cross section per bit =
number of upsets
number of flip flops× fluence . (3.1)
The average flux applied in our tests ranges from 1.17×105 to 2.63×105 ions/cm2·s
for chip 1, and from 2.76×105 to 1.42×106 ions/cm2·s for chip 2. The ions used and
their LET values are listed in Table 3.1.
Chip 2 was tested at a 100MHz and a 500MHz clock frequency using random input
vectors generated by on-chip LFSRs. Each test run consists of 10,000 10ms integration
cycles, each followed by a readout. The continuous testing requires frequent readouts
from the ASIC. To automate the testing, we used a Python script to pre-compute the
outputs in each run and store them in the memory on FPGA before each run. The
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Figure 3.4: Radiation test setup.
Python script also controls the supply voltage and clock frequency of the ASIC. The
FPGA is connected to the ASIC and it activates its control signals to start the run.
At the end of each integration cycle, the FPGA checks the ASIC outputs for upsets
by comparing with the pre-stored outputs. As we are testing the effect of SEE on the
system, an “upset” is recorded if any bit in a set of cross-correlation values is wrong.
The automated test setup is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Note that an upset recorded in the radiation testing of chip 2 can be caused by
a single SEE occurrence or multiple occurrences during a 10ms integration cycle.
The upset count is an indication of the effect of SEE on this particular DSP core
over a given time period, rather than a measure of the number of SEE occurrences.
Although we report the test chip 2 results in cross section per bit by normalizing the
number of upsets by the number of flip-flops in the design and the fluence over the
integration cycle as in equation (3.1), the reported cross section per bit is in fact the
lower bound of the number of SEE occurrences.
3.2 Circuit design considerations
Circuit design choices, including circuit topology, sizing, and logic depth, deter-
mine the circuit’s radiation tolerance. The test structures in chip 1 are subject to
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Figure 3.5: Automated testing of chip 2.
the same radiation environment, and the SEE-induced upset rates are compared in
Figure 3.6. Note that in plotting chip 1 test results, each data point is a result of
several test runs, and the effective fluence is used in equation (1) that factors in the
angle of the ion beam with respect to the chip surface.
3.2.1 Radiation hardening by redundancy
Radiation-hardened DICE [1, 50] and TMR flip-flops [2] are commonly used in
spaceflight systems to offer better protection against SEE. In low-LET neon (2.8
MeV-cm2/mg) and argon (8.9 MeV-cm2/mg) testing of chip 1, DICE and TMR flip-
flops are shown to provide at least one order of magnitude improvement in upset rate
compared to the standard, unprotected D flip-flops as in Figure 3.6. At higher LET
levels (above 50 MeV-cm2/mg), DICE and TMR become less effective, which is partly
due to the lack additional layout spacing between redundant storage nodes [48] and
partly due to the increasing multiple bit upsets. Heavier ions such as xenon (54.7
MeV-cm2/mg) and gold (88.4 MeV-cm2/mg) deliver much more energy and likely
induce more multiple bit upsets [53], making DICE and TMR less effective at high
LET levels.
In general, scaling makes DICE and TMR less effective because scaling shrinks the
circuit layout and redundant copies in DICE and TMR are physically placed closer
to the primary copy [48]. Therefore it becomes more likely for both the redundant
and primary copies to be affected by a particle strike, especially at high LET levels.
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Figure 3.6: Cross section per bit with ion energy for standard, DICE and TMR flip-
flops.
To make DICE and TMR more effective, redundant copies need to be placed further
apart for isolation, making it less area efficient and partially defeating the purpose of
scaling.
3.2.2 Increasing critical charge by upsizing
Scaling reduces device sizes and the critical charge, or Qcrit, required to hold a
logic level, making circuits more vulnerable to SEE [54]. Previous work suggests that
upsizing increases Qcrit and immunity against soft errors because of larger capacitance
on storage nodes. Upsizing also increases the device drive strength, which helps error
recovery [55]. However, we observe in the testing of chip 1 that the difference in upset
rates between DFF1X, DFF2X and DFF4X is negligible, as shown in Figure 3.6,
which is contrary to previous beliefs. One explanation is that increasing Qcrit and
drive strength to improve upset immunity is counteracted by the larger drain areas
to collect charge.
The weak dependence of upset rate on Qcrit is also a result of the amount of charge
injected by heavy ions that is much higher than the Qcrit even with moderate upsizing.
When the charge injected is comparable to Qcrit, the minimum charge needed for an
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upset, we expect increasing Qcrit by upsizing to play a stronger role. However, in a
deep submicron bulk CMOS design where Qcrit is very low, upsizing is ineffective and
inefficient.
3.2.3 Depth and sizing of combinational circuits
Combinational circuits also contribute to upsets. Particle strikes cause glitches
in combinational circuits, known as single-event transients (SET). If a SET of a
large enough magnitude happens to be sampled, an upset is registered. A SET in
combinational circuits often does not lead to upsets, as the SET can be electrically
attenuated along the path (electrical masking), or is blocked from propagating due
to off-path inputs (logical masking), or the SET arrives too late to be sampled by the
flip-flop (temporal masking). For these reasons, the upset rate due to SET depends
on logic design and topology, sizing, and timing. With all the masking effects, it is
unclear whether SET is an important factor in determining the upset rate.
We evaluate the effect of SET using shift register chains incorporating inverters
of various sizes and stages in test chip 1. A longer and upsized chain increases the
SET collection area, but also allows the SET to be more electrically attenuated due
to higher capacitance and longer path. The results in Figure 3.7 show that the upset
rate is almost independent of the depth and sizing of combinational circuits, and
adding combinational circuits results in no significant increase in upset rate. Upsets
in flip-flops still dominate in the 50MHz testing of chip 1.
Note that as a simple combinational circuit, an inverter chain does not offer any
logical masking. In a realistic combinational circuit with logic masking, the upset
rate due to SET will be lower. Second, in a relatively low frequency 50MHz testing,
the temporal masking [29] has downplayed the importance of SET in combinational
circuits, as the slow sampling misses most of the SETs of a short duration. In Sec-
tion IV.B, we will compare the chip 1 results to the high frequency chip 2 test results
to evaluate the effects of temporal masking and also account for logical masking in
realistic combinational circuits.
3.2.4 Data dependence
The upset rate measured in cross section per bit is dependent on the test pattern:
more upsets occur in constant data 0 testing compared to constant data 1 testing as
shown in Figure 3.6, suggesting 0-to-1 upsets are more likely than 1-to-0 upsets. This
result is consistent among all shift registers chains and across LET levels higher than
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Figure 3.7: Cross section per bit after adding combinational circuits.
30 MeV-cm2/mg. Some previous work has also recorded this behavior in the testing
of standard flip-flops [56–58].
The unequal upsets are found to be a result of the latch design and sizing in
the master-slave flip-flops. The two cross-coupled inverters in the latch schematic
illustrated in Figure 3.8 are sized differently, resulting in unequal drive strength. The
inverter in the primary path (INV1) is sized to have strong and balanced pull-up
and pull-down, while the tristate inverter in the feedback path (INV2) is stacked and
weaker. As a result, the output of INV2, node NM, which holds the inverted input,
is more likely to be affected by charge injection compared to node M. Further, INV2
has a relatively stronger pull-down than pull-up and it holds 0 at its output node
NM better than 1, making 1-to-0 upsets on NM more likely and causing more data 0
upsets for the latch.
The upset susceptibility of P- and N-diffusion is another factor behind the unequal
upsets. In the latch schematic of Figure 3.8, the total P-diffusion area (transistors T1,
T5 and T6) connected to node NM is equal to the total N-diffusion area (transistors
T2, T7 and T8). Previous study shows that P-diffusion has a lower cross section,
or upset susceptibility, than N-diffusion [54], as P-diffusion resides in an N-well that
has a smaller volume to collect charge compared to the P-substrate where N-diffusion
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Figure 3.8: Latch design results in unequal upsets.
resides. Therefore, N-diffusion will collect more charge, causing NMOS devices to
accidentally turn on and contributing to 1-to-0 upsets on NM. This effect is less
pronounced at node M as T3 is sized larger than T4, resulting in a larger P-diffusion
area connected to node M that offsets the cross section difference between P- and
N-diffusion.
Circuit design and sizing can be used to balance the probability of transitions to
have equal 1 and 0 upsets. However, balancing 1 and 0 upsets is not always desirable.
In special applications, one is often preferred over the other. Suppose in a controller
finite-state machine design, 0-to-1 upset moves the system from an idle state to an
active state that causes the stored data to be overwritten; while a 1-to-0 upset moves
the system from an active to an idle state, which can be considered safer. Circuit
design and sizing can be used to bias the upset rates if necessary.
3.2.5 Latchup and total ionization dose
No latchup has occurred in testing, which confirms that latchup is of less concern in
a deeply scaled technology [57]. Our results also indicate that the two 65nm test chips
built in a bulk CMOS process are immune to total ionization dose (TID) effects above
100krad (Si) TID. TID effects such as thresholds shifts, latchup events or permanent
damages have been a problem in older CMOS technology nodes. Chip 1 and chip
2 were tested up to a TID of 634krad (Si) and 1950krad (Si), respectively with no
noticeable degradation in the chip functionality, performance or power consumption.
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Figure 3.9: Cross section per bit of D flip-flop, DICE and TMR flip-flops at supply
voltage of 1.0V and 0.7V.
3.3 Voltage and frequency dependence
Supply voltage and clock frequency are two primary knobs to adjust the perfor-
mance and power consumption of an ASIC chip. Voltage and frequency scaling also
have direct implications on SEE. We evaluate the supply voltage effect using the test
structures in chip 1 and the two DSP cores in chip 2, and the frequency effect by
comparing chip 2 results at 100MHz and 500MHz.
3.3.1 Supply voltage scaling
Supply voltage scaling reduces Qcrit and makes circuits more vulnerable to upsets.
Figure 3.9 shows a consistent increase in cross section per bit for the standard, DICE
and TMR flip-flops when the supply voltage is reduced from 1.0V to 0.7V. The effect
of reducing supply voltage is more noticeable at low LET levels and in DICE and
TMR flip-flops, but the difference becomes much narrower at high LET levels.
Attempts to increase Qcrit by increasing the supply voltage have little effect at
high LET levels because the injected charge by the heavy ions is already much higher
than Qcrit.
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Figure 3.10: Cross section per bit of standard and radiation-hardened correlator cores
at supply voltage of 1.0V and 0.7V (clock frequency of 100MHz).
The results of 100MHz dynamic testing of chip 2 at 1.0V and 0.7V are illustrated
in Figure 3.10. The radiation-hardened DSP core equipped with DICE flip-flops for
datapath and TMR flip-flops for control exhibits an order of magnitude lower upset
rate than the standard DSP core at low LET levels, but the difference is diminished
at high LET levels. Voltage scaling makes a less pronounced difference, and the
difference also becomes negligible at high LET levels, which agrees with the test chip 1
results above. The insight confirms that supply voltage scaling does not always lead
to a large increase in upset rate, making it a viable option for power reduction in
spaceflight ASIC chips if a small increase in upset rate is acceptable.
3.3.2 Clock frequency effects
Clock frequency affects the upset rate following two mechanisms: at a high fre-
quency, frequent sampling causes more SETs to be registered; at a lower frequency,
fewer SETs are registered (known as temporal masking), but flip-flops need to retain
data for a longer period, which makes them more vulnerable to SEUs. Frequency
shifts the relative importance of SET and SEU: SEU in sequential circuits domi-
nate at a lower frequency, and more SET-induced upsets are expected at a higher
frequency.
The results of chip 2 frequency testing are shown in Figure 3.11. In the standard
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Figure 3.11: Cross section per bit of standard and radiation-hardened correlator cores
at 100MHz and 500MHz (1.0V supply voltage).
DSP core, increasing the clock frequency from 100MHz to 500MHz has little effect
at low LET levels, indicating the dominance of SEU at low LET, a phenomenon
also observed in the 50MHz testing of chip 1. At high LET levels, the upset rate at
500MHz is slightly higher than at 100MHz, which is attributed to the combined effect
of more SETs under high energy particle impact and high frequency sampling that
causes more SETs to be registered as upsets.
The radiation-hardened DSP core shows a stronger frequency dependence than the
standard core across a wide range of LET levels. This observed frequency dependence
can be explained by two factors. First, the DICE and TMR flip-flops in the radiation-
hardened DSP core offer a better protection against SEUs, thus the SEU rate is
noticeably lower than in the standard core, especially at low LET levels. Increasing
the clock frequency in the radiation-hardened DSP core causes SET-induced upsets
to become relatively more significant. Second, the DICE and TMR flip-flops in the
radiation-hardened core have longer setup and hold times relative to the standard
flip-flops, which leads to a longer sampling window to capture SETs. Therefore,
the frequency dependence of SET-induced upsets is more apparent in the radiation-
hardened DSP core.
The high frequency test results suggest that hardening flip-flops alone is insuffi-
cient for ASIC chips operating at a 100MHz or higher clock frequency. SET-induced
upsets play an important role at high clock frequency, and it is necessary to incorpo-
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rate techniques to detect and overcome SET in combinational circuits for complete
protection.
3.4 Summary
We evaluate single-event effects using two 65nm bulk CMOS ASIC test chips. We
observe that hardened flip-flops become less effective under heavy-ion testing, and
approaches that increase the critical charge by upsizing and increasing supply voltage
are also not as effective. The results suggest that the charge conveyed by heavy ion
strikes has far exceeded the critical charge needed to cause an upset, thus tuning of
the critical charge has little effect. However, multiple bit upsets are more likely with
heavier ion strikes, causing DICE and TMR flip-flops to fail more frequently. We
also observe the unequal 0-to-1 and 1-to-0 upsets in all shift register tests, which are
attributed to the latch design, sizing, and the cross section of P- and N-diffusion.
Circuit design and sizing can be used to balance or bias the upset rates for specific
applications.
Our tests suggest that single-event transients in combinational circuits are less
critical than single-event upsets in sequential circuits at a low clock speed of 50MHz
or 100MHz due to temporal masking. Increasing the clock frequency to 500MHz
increases the relative importance of single-event transients in combinational circuits,
which increases the upset rate in a radiation-hardened core and renders the sequential-
only protection ineffective.
The radiation test data of two chips are translated to the expected upset rate
in the geosynchronous orbit. The radiation-hardened DSP core is expected to incur
1 upset every 70 years in the geosynchronous orbit, while the standard DSP core
is expected to incur 1 upset every year. The standard DSP core offers significant
advantages in power and area cost. Even without any hardening, the error rate of
the standard DSP core is considered acceptable for our project, as long as the system
can recover from an upset and reset its state.
This work sheds light on various design aspects that can potentially affect the
robustness of deeply scaled ASIC chips under heavy-ion impacts. The 65nm bulk
CMOS technology permits acceptable designs for spaceflight systems. Taking ad-
vantage of the single-event effect characterization and design considerations to build
more efficient and resilient systems remains our future work.
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CHAPTER IV
Error-Detection Circuits and Simulation
Methodology
To enhance the robustness of deep-submicron designs against occasional delay
errors and soft errors, online circuit techniques have been proposed to detect error
occurrences. These techniques can be classified to three groups based on how the
checking is performed: post-edge checking that detects error in a window after the
sampling edge [5, 30–32], pre-edge checking that detects error in a window prior to
the sampling edge [4, 33], as in Figure 4.1(b), and multi-edge checking that detects
errors by upsampling using multiple clock phases [34,35].
Each existing technique has its own advantage and limitation. The post-edge
technique incurs no performance penalty as checking occurs after the sampling edge,
but each path under post-edge protection must be carefully tuned to avoid race con-
ditions. The pre-edge technique is free of any hold time constraints, and it can use
the delay slack in fast paths for error detection, however it prolongs the clock period
if it is used in slow (critical) paths. Note that none of the above techniques alone
is well suited to providing coverage of all types of datapaths. The implementation
cost is also prohibitive, as each of the above techniques costs more than 40 transis-
tors [5,30,33] or requires special clock controls [35], making it very expensive to equip
every datapath for a full coverage.
To overcome these challenges, this chapter propose a diverse error detection tech-
nique to protect combinational logic paths while minimizing the performance penalty
and implementation cost. In particular, a new cross-edge technique is applied and its
special pre-edge and post-edge versions for moderate, fast, and slow paths, respec-
tively. This method utilizes the inherent redundancy in a flip-flop design, thereby
keeping the cost at only 31 transistors. Furthermore, it can also be tuned by duty
cycling the clock signal, offering more flexibility for diverse levels of protection.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Timing margin allocated for static and dynamic variations, and (b)
pre-edge and post-edge error checking window.
Table 4.1: Comparison of in situ error detection techniques
Technique Post-edge checking Pre-edge checking Multi-edge checking
Implementations
RAZOR [5,30],
DSTB [31], TDTB [59]
BISER [33],
aging sensors [4]
PEDFF [34],
TIMBER [35]
Detection mechanism
Transition [5, 31]
Duplication [30,59]
Transition [4]
Duplication [4, 33]
Duplication [34,35]
Clock domains 1 1 2 [34] and 4 [35]
Race conditions Yes No Yes
Checking window Limited by fast path Limited by max clock period Flexible by multi-sampling
4.1 Transient error detection circuits
Pre-edge, post-edge and multi-edge are three classes of in situ timing error detec-
tion techniques. Their unique features are listed in Table 4.1 for comparison. The
post-edge technique performs error detection after the sampling edge, thus eliminat-
ing the timing margin that would otherwise be necessary for the occasional variation-
induced delay errors. The post-edge technique has been applied in high-performance,
low-power designs. It allows the clock period to be reduced for a higher performance
or the supply voltage to be reduced for a lower power consumption, as the post-edge
checking acts as a safety net to detect the resulting delay errors. Post-edge checking
is often implemented by a duplicate shadow latch that holds a post-edge sample that
is compared with the primary sample for error detection [30,59]. Transition detection
was recently proposed as an alternative for a more area-efficient implementation. Suc-
cessful designs including the second-generation RAZOR [5, 32] and DSTB [31] have
been demonstrated. However, it requires each path under post-edge protection to be
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carefully adjusted to avoid race conditions.
The pre-edge technique has been presented in [4,33] to monitor errors by detecting
transitions in the checking window before the data is registered. The pre-edge tech-
nique is free of hold time constraints and is proven to be effective, e.g., in detecting
slow changing events such as transistor aging [4], but the checking window occupies
a portion of the clock period and degrades the performance in order to guarantee
error-free operations for critical paths.
The multi-edge technique in [34, 35] offers more flexibility as the sampling edges
for error detection are not necessarily aligned with the primary sampling edge of
the datapath. Even though multi-edge improves the performance by adaptive time
borrowing, the multi-edge implementation costs more than the transition detection
introduced in post-edge and pre-edge checking and an additional clock domain also
adds significant design complexity.
Each of the three techniques has its advantages and disadvantages in handling
paths of different delays. The output of a critical path makes its final transition close
to the sampling edge, while a non-critical path makes its final transition early. In
the case of a fast path, the transition can happen shortly after the launching edge,
resulting in a tight hold time constraint and a significant idle period prior to the
end of the clock period. The ideal error checking window in each case should be
placed right after the transition point as any delayed transition is an indication of
possible errors. The desirable checking window for each type of path is annotated in
Figure 4.2(a). The figure also shows the difficulty of designing one checking window
that fits all cases: a post-edge checking window causes race conditions from fast path,
as in Figure 4.2(b); a pre-edge checking window leads to performance penalty due to
critical path as the clock period needs to be lengthened, as in Figure 4.2(c).
Besides the location of the checking window, the length of the checking window
is also important. A fixed length, as in most of the existing pre-edge and post-edge
implementations, offers only a fixed protection against non-deterministic errors with
variable durations. A soft error can last from a few pico seconds to hundreds of pico
seconds [60]. The large variation calls for a tunable scheme to support different levels
of protection as needed.
4.2 Flexible cross-edge checking
We exploit the diverse path delay distribution and design a new cross-edge check-
ing to improve the performance while minimizing race conditions. We implement
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cross-edge checking based on a low-cost transition detection using a flip-flop. The
cross-edge circuitry can be tuned depending on path criticality: pre-edge for fast
paths, post-edge for critical paths, and cross-edge for the optimal trade-off between
performance and race conditions in moderate paths. We assume that the path criti-
cality is determined in design time for tuning the cross-edge circuitry.
A cross-edge checking window starts prior to the sampling edge and extends after
the sampling edge, thus it crosses the sampling edge. A flexible and efficient circuit
implementation is shown in Figure 4.3(a) based on a conventional transmission gate
flip-flop [3]. The flip-flop naturally keeps four copies of an input: D, ND, NM and M
(“N” indicates logic inversion) that are phased apart by inverters and a transmission
gate. We rely on the inherent redundancy instead of creating duplications, which is
the key to achieving lower power and area.
4.2.1 Cross-edge circuitry
The cross-edge error detector circuit is shown in Figure 4.3(b). The checking
window CW is based on the inverted clock clk b phased by an amount τ that is
controlled by a local delay element. The delay element can be shared by a group
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of cross-edge flip-flops to amortize its cost. We can increase τ to push the checking
window forward in time towards a post-edge checking for critical paths, or shrink
the delay towards a pre-edge checking for fast paths. To reduce the design effort, a
number of checking windows can be made based on different local delays. We will
select one for a cluster of paths to suit their criticality. In addition to the location-
tunability of the checking window, the duration of CW is controlled by duty cycling
the clock signal. Thus, the duration is a tunable fraction of the clock cycle, and is
dictated by one of the clock phase (i.e., low phase of the clock in Figure 4.4).
The error detector circuit in Figure 4.3(b) is made of a dynamic gate followed
by a latch [5]. The dynamic gate first pre-charges. When CW is high, it checks
the agreement of (D and NM) and (M and ND) as an indication of an erroneous
transition. More specifically, the cross-edge checking window can be divided into
two parts: a pre-edge part and a post-edge part. During the pre-edge part, clock is
low and the master latch is transparent (see Figure 4.3(a)). Early samples in NM
and M are checked against late arriving samples D and ND to accomplish pre-edge
checking. The dynamic gate is designed to respond much quicker than the propagation
delay between D and NM and the delay between M and ND to guarantee the proper
functionality. During the post-edge part of the checking window, the master latch is
holding and the stored samples in NM and M are checked against post-edge samples
D and ND to accomplish post-edge checking. If an erroneous transition is detected,
the dynamic gate pulls down and an error flag is generated to trigger appropriate
actions. An error could be corrected through rollback recovery [61], architectural
recovery [62] or cross-layer recovery [63]. Once the error is resolved, the detector is
reset by the controller.
We implemented the cross-edge circuitry in a 65nm CMOS technology and the
SPICE simulation waveforms are provided in Figure 4.4. The checking window is
generated by delaying clk b. In the first clock cycle, a clean input D is shown to be
correctly registered. While in the second clock cycle, the input D makes an erroneous
transition during the checking window and it is detected as an error. The proposed
cross-edge checking circuitry adds a detector and extra wiring to the conventional
flip-flop design. Our 65nm CMOS circuit simulation shows that the design consumes
13% more static power and 25% more total power than the conventional flip-flop at
the highest switching activity of 1.
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4.2.2 Pre-edge circuitry
Pre-edge checking can be made by shortening or eliminating the local delay τ in the
cross-edge design, but an alternative design is possible for a guaranteed alignment be-
tween the sampling edge and the checking window for a zero hold time. Figure 4.5(a)
shows the alternative design. The same error detector circuit is used but it taps only
the master latch internal node M and its delayed copies. During the pre-edge part
of checking window, the master latch is transparent and the error detector monitors
(M and M2) and (M1 and M3) for transition detection, which implements pre-edge
checking. When the master latch is holding during the post-edge part of the checking
window, M can no longer change and post-edge checking is essentially turned off.
The SPICE simulation waveforms of this circuitry are illustrated in Figure 4.6. An
erroneous transition made by input D after the sampling edge is blocked by the master
latch, thus no error is detected. In this way, an effective pre-edge checking window is
created as shown in Figure 4.6, and the alignment of this effective pre-edge window
with the sampling edge is guaranteed. The design costs 15% more static power and
33% more total power than a conventional flip-flop at the highest switching activity
of 1. The slight increase in power compared to the cross-edge design is due to the
extra inverters to generate M1, M2 and M3 as in Figure 4.5(b).
4.2.3 Comparisons
We compare the implementation complexity of the proposed cross-edge technique
with state-of-the-art in situ error detection techniques in Table 4.2. All error detection
techniques use one delay element to generate the checking window. The transistor
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Table 4.2: Implementation complexity of in situ error detection techniques
Flip-flop type
Standard
[3]
Post-edge
[5, 30]
Pre-edge
[33]
Multi-edge
[35]
Cross-edge
(this work)
Transistor count 22 47 52 36 31
Delay elements 0 1 1 1 1
Clock domains 1 1 1 ≥ 2 1
count of the proposed cross-edge flip-flop is only 31, much lower than other designs.
In particular, the post-edge RAZOR technique uses detection clock generator and
transition detector, which increase its transistor count to 47. The pre-edge BISER
technique uses two conventional flip-flops and a C-element as a filter, resulting in a
transistor count of 52. The transistor count of multi-edge TIMBER flip-flop is 36,
but a specially designed clock control circuit is required to generate input signals to
the flip-flop, costing more than 30 extra transistors.
4.3 FPGA-based transient error simulator
Even though these error-resilient design techniques improve circuit reliability and
reduce design margins, it is often difficult to precisely evaluate these techniques in
design time. Conventional software-based transient circuit simulation using commer-
cial CAD tools becomes very slow with the addition of transient error effects to reach
a good coverage [64]. FPGA has been used to accelerate error simulations, but past
work has been limited to cycle-based “digital” simulations with coarse delay and error
models [65, 66].
The challenges with slow software-based transient simulator and inaccurate FPGA-
based digital simulator motivate us to design an FPGA-based transient error simu-
lator to aid the design and evaluation of error-resilient techniques. In the proposed
paradigm, we detach circuit characterization from error simulation: circuit charac-
terization will be done efficiently using standard CAD tools, while the lengthy error
simulation will be done on a fast FPGA-based error simulator. Fast FPGA platforms
allow the delay models and error models to be fully exercised, and the interactions
between errors and circuits to be captured for a good coverage.
The proposed FPGA-based transient simulator is comprised of three main parts
as shown in Figure 4.7: (1) delay profile of the datapath under test, (2) transient
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error models, and (3) error-resilient designs to be evaluated. All three parts are
programmable, producing a versatile and general-purpose error simulation platform.
4.4 Transient error simulator
Transient simulation is usually carried out at a much finer time step to mimic
as closely as possible the circuits’ continuous time behavior including voltage and
current. For error simulation, the continuous monitoring can be simplified to the
monitoring of events, such as data propagating to the end of a datapath, an error
upsetting an output node, etc. In the past, “digital” error simulations have made
the assumptions that error events such as transient faults only occur at clock cycle
boundaries [65]. This simplifying assumption allows error simulations to be done
very quickly, but it also has two intrinsic problems: (1) transient timing effects are
neglected, e.g., a transient fault from a soft error is sometimes masked without in-
troducing an eventual error due to timing masking [29]; and (2) error-resilient circuit
designs cannot be fully captured by a cycle-by-cycle digital simulation, e.g., the RA-
ZOR technique [5] of double sampling and correction cannot be simulated.
The proposed FPGA-based transient simulation operates at finer time steps and
allows events to occur at these finer time steps. We use the FPGA clock period Tstep
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Table 4.3: Comparison of simulators
Transient sim
(software)
Digital sim
(FPGA)
Transient sim
(FPGA)
Simulation
throughput
1 > 106 [65] > 103
Time
resolution
fine step size one clock period sub clock period
(a) pipeline clock 1000 Tstep
(c) transient events
trans ient  
fault
nominal data 
transition(b)
supply noise
error duration noise duration
data transition(d)
extracted delay 
from circuits
erroneous  
trans ition
delayed transition 
due to noise
Figure 4.8: Timing charts of the FPGA-based hardware emulation: (a) pipeline clock,
(b) extracted nominal data path delay, (c) injected transient events (errors
and noise), and (d) data transition as the result of (b) and (c).
as the unit time step. For example, if one chooses a simulation time step of 1ps and a
clock cycle period of 1ns, the 1ps time step is mapped to one Tstep on FPGA, and the
1ns cycle period is mapped to 1000Tstep. This setup permits a simulation throughput
of 1/(1000Tstep). Figure 4.8 presents an illustration of the timing. Note that the
quality of transient simulations depends on the time step size: smaller time steps
yield more accurate results at a lower simulation throughput. A comparison between
simulators is presented in Table 4.3, showing the advantage of FPGA-based transient
simulator in providing more accurate simulations at a much higher throughput than
software.
4.4.1 Delay model and error model
The FPGA-based transient error simulator contains three parts: circuit (or dat-
apath) delay models, error models and error-resilient design. Unlike a conventional
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FPGA emulation, the datapath under test is not directly implemented on FPGA,
because FPGA is used as a simulator rather than a prototyping platform. The dat-
apath delay will be characterized through circuit simulators, and the delay model is
programmed on FPGA for error simulation.
The datapath delay model is stored on FPGA in two possible formats: either
a histogram or an application trace. In the histogram format, datapath delays are
binned and the probability of each delay being exercised is associated with each bin.
Such a delay histogram can be obtained by circuit characterizations (using SPICE
or back-annotated RTL simulation) of common applications that represent realistic
workloads or standard benchmarks. On the other hand, the application trace is
a list of instruction by instruction delays, which are specific to one application or
benchmark. When running the transient simulation on FPGA, we will select datapath
delays from the histogram based on the probability of each bin, or run through the
application trace. The histogram format is compact and can be used for long error
simulations, and the application trace is used for specific tests and corner cases.
Error models are programmed on FPGA alongside the datapath delay model for
error simulation. In our proof-of-concept simulator, we implement models of most
common errors: soft error (single even transient), coupling noise and voltage droop.
Soft error is known for its random occurrence and a soft error causes a transient
upset to a circuit node for a period of time as shown in Figure 4.8. A soft error model
can be implemented based on a linear feedback shift register (LFSR): LFSR generates
pseudo-random numbers, and an error is generated when the random number matches
a given constant, as illustrated in Figure 4.9. In this design, the error rate is 2−n where
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n is the adjustable bit width of the constant. Once a soft error is generated, it lasts
for a duration described by a statistical distribution. Coupling noise effect is similar
to soft error and it is modeled as a transient fault in the same way. Voltage droop
is modeled as a sinusoidal voltage fluctuation around a nominal value [67, 68]. The
voltage droop model is implemented as a randomly generated event that changes the
datapath delay for the duration of the droop. The delay change is described by a
sinusoid of a select period and peak magnitude. Additional models can be added to
capture more error sources of relevance. The models can be tuned to adjust the error
rate, duration and distribution.
4.4.2 Transient simulation
The transient simulator keeps a time step counter. At the start of a transient
simulation, the time step counter is reset to 0 and the datapath delay model picks
a delay tpath (in units of Tstep) indicating the input is launched with an expected
propagation delay tpath as illustrated in Figure 4.10(a). The output data is initialized
to invalid and remains invalid until the time step counter reaches tpath. The transient
simulation proceeds in steps of Tstep and the time step counter increments by 1 every
step. In each simulation step, each error model decides whether to generate an error
based on a selected error rate. From Figure 4.10(a), if a transient event is generated,
the output is invalidated for the duration of the transient event. If a voltage droop is
generated, tpath is lengthened or shortened according to a selected sinusoidal function.
The transient simulation controller keeps track of the time step counter, datapath
delay, error states, and makes updates to the output indicator. When the time step
counter reaches the clock period Tclk, the controller inspects the output indicator and
records an error if the output is invalid. The transient simulation then moves to the
next clock period. The time step counter resets to 0 and a new path delay is picked
and the process continues.
The transient simulation can be used to evaluate error-resilient designs. An error
detection and correction technique specifies an error checking window CW (duration
in terms of number of Tstep and position relative to the clock cycle boundary) along
with an error correction mechanism. To simulate error detection and correction, in
each Tstep inside CW , the simulation controller inspects the output and an error is
flagged if the output is changed when the checking window turns on as described
in Figure 4.10(b). The error detection triggers error correction mechanism, e.g., by
stalling the pipeline (moving the current cycle boundary to 2Tclk) or reissuing the
instruction (purging the pipeline and reissuing the current tpath). The simulator uses
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Figure 4.12: Simulated delay distribution from extracted CORDIC processor.
a performance counter to keep track of the number of outputs produced, and an error
counter to track the number erroneous outputs. Together with the time step counter,
the simulator measures the performance and error rate.
4.5 Evaluation of error-resilient designs
The complete transient error simulator is implemented on a BEE3 platform [69]
for a multi-stage pipeline. Each pipeline stage is modeled using a separate datapath
delay model. Soft error, coupling noise and voltage droop are added in the simulation.
We perform experiments on representative datapaths and error models for evaluating
common error detection and correction circuit techniques.
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4.5.1 Pre-edge technique
The pre-edge error detection and correction, shown in Figure 4.11, has been pro-
posed in [4,33] to monitor errors by detecting glitches in the checking window before
the output is registered. The pre-edge technique is effective in detecting slow changing
NBTI-induced PMOS aging and random transient faults. A longer checking window
CW provides better protection against errors at the cost of lengthening the clock
period and degrading performance. The pre-edge error detection is accompanied by
a pipeline stall to correct the errors [62].
We evaluate the pre-edge error detection and correction on a coordinate rotation
digital computer (CORDIC) processor that is synthesized in a 45nm CMOS technol-
ogy. The processor consists of three identical pipeline stages and the delay profile
of each stage is shown in Figure 4.12. We adjust the transient error rate and dura-
tion, and measure the effect on the CORDIC processor while tuning the length of
CW . The FPGA-based transient simulator captures the CORDIC processor’s error
rate due to transient failures as shown in Figure 4.13. The CORDIC processor’s re-
liability decreases with higher error rate and longer error duration (labeled as ED
in the figures). One important observation uncovered by the transient simulation is
that the pre-edge technique is only effective when CW is comparable or longer than
the soft error duration. Two orders of magnitude of reliability improvement over the
unprotected case can be achieved when CW is appropriately chosen.
Pre-edge error detection triggers pipeline stalls to correct errors, leading to through-
put degradation. Transient simulation shows that the throughput of the CORDIC
processor is primarily determined by the error rate and the length of CW , as shown
in Figure 4.14. Lengthening CW enhances the error protection, but also increases
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Figure 4.15: Post-edge error detection circuits [5].
the chance of detecting data transition in the critical paths and therefore degrades
the throughput. The trade-off between reliability and performance obtained from the
transient simulation can be used to guide practical designs.
4.5.2 Post-edge technique
The post-edge error detection and correction technique has been very popular in
high-performance, low-power designs. The post-edge technique, illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.15, detects errors after the clock edge, allowing correction of delay errors from
long paths that exceed the clock cycle time [70]. The technique is often applied in con-
junction with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling to increase the clock frequency
for a higher performance, or reduce the supply voltage for a lower power consumption.
We evaluate the post-edge error detection and correction on an Alpha processor
[71] that is synthesized in a 45nm CMOS technology. Application traces were obtained
from the execution stage of the Alpha processor running the instructions of a recursive
Fibonacci number generation. We consider the effects of coupling noise and voltage
droop on the Alpha processor. The coupling noise is randomly occurring and its
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Figure 4.17: Effective throughput using post-edge error detection and correction.
duration is modeled with a Gaussian distribution of a standard deviation of 1%-3%
of Tclk. The voltage droop usually lasts for a longer period and we assume it increases
the circuit delay by up to 15% of Tclk [67, 68].
The Alpha processor is simulated with post-edge error detection. A fixed post-edge
CW is selected based on the fastest path delay to avoid hold time issues. Dynamic
frequency scaling is applied to take advantage of post-edge error detection and correc-
tion. As the clock period decreases with increasing frequency, more errors are detected
as shown in Figure 4.16. Errors can be corrected using instruction flush [5] or system
nuke [31] that are aided by the micro-architecture and operating system. However,
error correction usually introduces a few cycles of penalty and the throughput takes a
hit. Considering an average 5 cycles of penalty to flush the Alpha processor’s pipeline
and reissue the instruction, the effective throughput using dynamic frequency scaling
can be measured as in Figure 4.17. The peak throughput is achieved at 1.13 times the
nominal frequency. Such a design exploration involving reliability and performance
can be quickly obtained using the FPGA-based transient error simulator.
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4.6 Summary
This chapter presents a new efficient and in situ error detection technique to
enhance system reliability against delay and soft errors. This technique exploits
datapath criticality by appropriately adjusting the checking window for a higher per-
formance while minimizing race conditions. The error detection technique is imple-
mented in a flexible cross-edge checking circuitry that relies on the inherent redun-
dancy without resorting to additional storage or duplication, thus the implementation
cost is kept low. By duty cycling the clock signal, the checking window can be ad-
justed to provide different levels of protection. An alternative pre-edge circuitry is also
proposed to guarantee the alignment of the checking window and the sampling edge
for a zero hold time. The flexible and low-cost technique provides diverse path cov-
erage for a fully protected error-resilient system. To rapidly evaluate error detection
techniques, an FPGA-based transient simulator for error-resilient circuit and system
design and evaluation. The general-purpose simulator consists of configurable data-
path delay models and error models to be widely applicable. Error-resilient circuit
design techniques, including pre-edge and post-edge error detection and correction,
are simulated on this platform based on a synthesized CORDIC processor and an Al-
pha processor. The simulations shed light on key design choices, such as the length of
pre-edge checking window and its impact on reliability and performance. The FPGA-
based transient simulation complements circuit simulation and system emulation as
a useful tool for resilient circuit and system designs.
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CHAPTER V
Confidence-Driven Architecture for Error-Resilient
Computing
In this chapter, we propose a confidence-driven computing (CDC) architecture for
protection against nondeterministic errors over a wide range of rate and duration.
The key concept of the proposed computing model is to employ fine-grained tem-
poral redundancy with tunable threshold for a faster adaptation and an adjustable
reliability. The CDC model is suitable for designs using nondeterministic post-CMOS
devices. It allows systems to adapt to large runtime variations and reduces excessive
design margins for an efficient computing system.
5.1 Related work
Error tolerance and error correction are the primary solutions to designing resilient
systems. Error tolerance can be provided by the algorithm itself. For instance, digital
signal processing algorithms like image and video processing naturally accommodate
imprecision in the computation [72]. Low-power circuits have been designed to take
advantage of the algorithmic noise tolerance (ANT) [73], where errors incurred due to
supply voltage over scaling can be tolerated by the algorithm. Similarly, the scalable
stochastic processor [74] applies error-scaling friendly circuits to make full use of
algorithmic error tolerance. Error tolerance can also be provided at the architecture
level, as done in ERSA [75] that employs multiple cores of lower reliability to execute
probabilistic applications. These recent works improve the robustness, thus the supply
voltage and clock frequency margins can be reduced to lower power consumption and
to improve performance. However, error tolerance techniques are often limited in their
applicability. ANT, stochastic processor and ERSA all rely on the characteristics of
the target algorithms and they need to be tailored to each.
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Figure 5.1: Proposed confidence-driven computing model incorporating confidence estima-
tors.
Error detection and correction is general purpose and it is usually aided by spatial
duplication or temporal redundancy. For example, feed-forward recovery uses spatial
duplication to detect and correct errors with no interruption to the computation. The
approach is commonly known as N-modular redundancy or NMR. However, its cost
increases to support a wide range of device error rates [76]. The BulletProof design
[77] incorporates adaptive sparing using routers in a defect-tolerant architecture, but
the area and energy overhead are still significant.
We classify different error recovery techniques based on their target error duration
from short transient to permanent. NMR is capable of correcting both permanent
errors and transient errors. If an error is known to last for a short duration, a more
area- and energy-efficient alternative is through temporal redundancy [78] that can
be implemented in a checkpoint and rollback scheme. The RAZOR technique [30]
performs rollback at the circuit level by a parallel shadow latch to detect and correct
errors. In this way, RAZOR only incurs a small performance overhead, but the
error detection window is short and fixed, limiting its effectiveness for errors that
last for a larger fraction of a cycle. An alternative circuit-level rollback and recovery
technique [79] requires a duplicate datapath for error detection and rollback buffers
for correction. The rollback recovery technique has a smaller area overhead compared
to NMR, but the protection level cannot be adjusted either.
The confidence-driven computing model proposed in this chapter can be applied
with temporal redundancy to extend the error detection window to multiple clock
cycles. It also allows temporal redundancy to be applied in conjunction with spatial
redundancy to improve throughput and latency. Its key feature is that it enforces a
confidence threshold to be met by looking for agreements, either through repeated
computation over the same datapath (temporal redundancy) or duplicate datapaths
(spatial redundancy), as shown in Figure 5.1. The confidence threshold can be ad-
justed based on the device error rate and the application requirement. For example,
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of confidence estimator.
when the application-required reliability is high and the device error rate is high, the
confidence threshold is raised to allow more repeated computations. The combina-
tion of spatial and temporal redundancy produces an adaptive resilient computing
illustrated in Figure 5.2.
5.2 Confidence-driven computing
In the confidence-driven computing (CDC) model, a datapath is partitioned into
segments where the probability of error of each segment is bounded. A confidence
estimator is placed at the end of each segment to harden the output for forward
propagation to the next stage. A confidence estimator consists of four components:
a flip-flop, a checker, a counter and a small controller as shown in Figure 5.3. The
confidence estimator samples the output of the datapath in every clock cycle and
compares it with the previous sample stored in the flip-flop (through temporal redun-
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dancy). The checker performs the comparison and looks for either an agreement or
a disagreement. The counter keeps track of the confidence level: the confidence level
is raised upon an agreement and reset upon a disagreement. The controller ensures
that the confidence level reaches a required threshold before allowing the output to
be propagated through the main flip-flop by enabling the clock.
An n-bit counter is capable of tracking 2n distinct confidence levels. The lowest
confidence level indicates bypass. The controller generates handshaking signals to
synchronize with its neighboring stages. Upon confirming the confidence level meet-
ing the required confidence threshold, the controller sends a request (req) to the
following stage. Once the following stage becomes ready to accept a new input, an
acknowledgment (ack) is sent back and the controller then enables the main flip-
flop to pass the current output to the next stage. We develop two synchronization
schemes: lockstep synchronization and speculative synchronization, and a method
to incorporate spatial redundancy. The operations are elaborated in the following
subsections.
5.2.1 Lockstep synchronization
Lockstep synchronization guarantees the output of one stage to be hardened before
it is propagated to the next stage. A slow stage, due to errors, holds back the output
and leaves the neighboring stages waiting. The flow chart of lockstep synchronization
is shown in Figure 5.4. The output is sampled and checked for agreement. The
counter accumulates the confidence level until it reaches the confidence threshold, at
which point the current stage enters the ready state and sends a req to the following
stage. It waits until the following stage signals an ack and then enables the output
to be propagated to the following stage. After the output exits the current stage, an
ack is also passed to the previous stage.
The confidence threshold is the primary knob to tune the output reliability level.
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A confidence threshold of 2 requires 2 agreements and a threshold 3 requires 3 agree-
ments. Note that the confidence estimator looks for consecutive agreements in time,
which is different from the majority voting scheme used in NMR. A disagreement re-
sets the confidence level and restarts the confidence accumulation process. By setting
higher threshold in the less reliable stages, we can avoid having less reliable stages
dominate the overall system error rate and therefore improve the system reliability
more effectively.
5.2.2 Speculative synchronization
Speculative synchronization allows an output to proceed to the next stage even
if the confidence level has not reached the confidence threshold. Compared to the
lockstep scheme, speculative execution shortens the latency and permits a higher
throughput. The flow chart of speculative synchronization is shown in Figure 5.5.
Under this scheme, the confidence estimators act as transparent gate keepers: ten-
tative output is passed to the next stage when the next stage is ready, while the
tentative output is still being hardened by the current stage. When the current stage
finally reaches the confidence threshold, an ack is sent to the previous stage, indicat-
ing that it is ready to accept a new input. Note that to ensure data being hardened
in the correct sequential order using the speculative synchronization, the confidence
threshold in each stage needs to be set to no lower than the one in the previous stage.
Speculative synchronization cuts the idle cycles when one stage is complete and
waiting for the previous stage to finish accumulating confidence. The scheme assigns
tentative work to otherwise idle stages. Therefore, it improves the throughput and
latency compared to the lockstep scheme. The speculative synchronization provides
almost identical protection as the lockstep scheme, but the energy consumption is
higher due to higher switching activity in speculative execution.
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5.2.3 Spatial redundancy
To speed up the accumulation of the confidence level for a higher performance, spa-
tial redundancy can be incorporated in conjunction with temporal redundancy. The
simplest way to include spatial redundancy is by providing a duplicate datapath in
the form of dual modular redundancy (DMR). A duplicate datapath allows the confi-
dence to be accumulated quickly, thus increasing throughput and minimizing latency.
DMR is less expensive than TMR. Errors detected in DMR trigger recomputations
for error correction in an iterative DMR method. The inter-stage synchronization is
performed using either the lockstep or the speculative scheme described above.
5.3 Reliability and performance evaluation using sample-based
emulation
To evaluate the reliability and performance of CDC, we propose an FPGA-based
system emulation, which has been demonstrated to accelerate error simulation by
up to six orders of magnitude [65]. Fast emulation permits reliability measurement
down to low error rates that are relevant in practical systems, and bit- and cycle-
accurate emulation also provides good performance measurements. Compared to
other hardware emulators proposed in the past, our emulator uses real-time, on-
FPGA error generation, instead of pre-stored error vectors or scan chains, hence a
much higher emulation throughput is possible.
We use a coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) processor as the test
vehicle and the emulation platform is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The platform consists
of an error-free 16-bit, 12-stage CORDIC processor as the reference and an identical,
but fault-injected CORDIC processor protected by CDC. The entire system is mapped
to a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA on a BEE3 platform [69]. The platform offers ample
resources for evaluating complex designs.
An error injection block is added to the end of each CORDIC stage to simulate
runtime errors, as shown in Figure 5.7(a). The error injection block inverts the
output bits using XOR gates based on the error rate that is selected. Random errors
are generated using a set of linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) by comparing their
values to constants: if the LFSR values match the constants, bit errors are injected
by inverting the bits. Since each LFSR produces 1 and 0 with nearly equal likelihood,
the probability of error being generated is 2−x, where x is the length of the constant.
A set of maximal-length LFSRs of various lengths is used, each of which produces
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confidence threshold is adjusted.
a different error probability. An error rate selector, shown in Figure 5.7(b), sets the
error rate by choosing one of the LFSRs. Using this platform, we were able to collect
more than 1000 errors for a reliable estimate of the system error rate at 10−10 in one
week.
5.3.1 Reliability evaluation
Emulation proves the effectiveness of CDC. The system error rate (the probabil-
ity of an incorrect system output) as a function of the circuit node error rate (the
probability of error of any circuit node) is plotted in Figure 5.8(a). Without any pro-
tection, the error rate of the CORDIC processor is three orders of magnitude higher
than the node error rate due to the large number of circuit nodes that are subject
to errors. With confidence estimators placed at the end of 6th stage and 12th stage
of the CORDIC processor and as we increase the confidence threshold, the system
error rate decreases by at least four orders of magnitude when the node error rate is
at 10−5 or lower.
To translate the error rates to practical terms, if we were to guarantee a mean time
between failure (MTBF) of two years for a 1GHz CORDIC processor, the required
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node error rate is 10−22 if no protection is used. This extremely low node error
rate is possible with current mainstream CMOS technology but will likely become
difficult with continued device scaling and the new generation of nano devices. By
inserting confidence estimators, the required node error rate is relaxed to 10−11 with
a confidence threshold of 2 and 10−8 with a threshold of 3. The threshold can be
adjusted at runtime based on the underlying circuit error rate and the application
requirement.
For a better protection, the DMR method can be applied. The improved reliabil-
ity shown in Figure 5.9(a) is due to the difference between confidence accumulation
policies: an error in DMR invalidates one pair of computations from both the pri-
mary and the duplicate datapath, thus the number of agreements needed on average
to reach the confidence threshold is slightly higher. The DMR method is also capable
of detecting permanent errors when a confidence estimator consistently reports dis-
agreements and fails to meet the confidence threshold over a large number of clock
cycles. An adaptive sparing method can be used to dynamically allocate additional
spatial redundancy to overcome permanent errors.
5.3.2 Performance evaluation
A high confidence threshold provides better protection but it also decreases the
throughput. Figure 5.8(b) shows the average delay per computation (the inverse of
throughput): when the node error rate is moderate to low, a confidence threshold of
2 requires at least 2 clock cycles per computation and a threshold of 3 requires at
least 3 cycles per computation. When the circuit node error rate is high, the delay
becomes significant using a higher threshold. Frequent node errors slow down the
process of gathering agreements. It is therefore more advantageous to operate CDC
at the lowest confidence threshold that provides the necessary reliability. The runtime
configurable confidence threshold accommodates device fluctuations and different re-
liability requirements among applications.
Confidence estimators can be placed in finer-grained intervals to reduce the through-
put penalty. A fine-grained placement of confidence estimators shortens the path and
bounds the probability of error, contributing to a faster convergence towards the re-
quired reliability. The sampling clock frequency can also be increased due to the
shortened delay per stage. Figure 5.10 shows the improved average delay per com-
putation as more stages of confidence estimators are inserted to the same CORDIC
processor. The improvement becomes more significant at high circuit node error
rates, thanks to the faster convergence towards the confidence threshold. The delay
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improvement is also attributed to the increased clock frequency as more confidence
estimator stages are inserted.
The above discussions are based on lockstep synchronization. The speculative
synchronization further improves the throughput when the circuit node error rate
is high, as shown in Figure 5.11(b). Moreover, the speculative scheme shortens the
latency of computation: when the circuit node error rate is moderate to low, the
latency of computation is almost independent of the confidence threshold because
a tentative output is passed along without waiting, followed by parallel checking
performed at all the stages. Therefore, the speculative synchronization is especially
attractive for latency-sensitive applications.
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Table 5.1: Area and energy of CDC with temporal redundancy only (CE: confidence
estimator, CT: confidence threshold
1-stg. CE 2-stg. CE 3-stg. CE 4-stg. CE
Norm. Clk Period 1.30 0.76 0.60 0.54
Norm. Area 1.08 1.21 1.34 1.46
Norm. Energy (CT=2) 1.14 1.20 1.36 1.53
Norm. Energy (CT=3) 1.15 1.23 1.46 1.64
Table 5.2: Area and energy of CDC with DMR
1-stg. CE 2-stg. CE 3-stg. CE 4-stg. CE
Norm. Area 2.03 2.15 2.28 2.40
Norm. Energy 2.12 2.17 2.27 2.42
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5.3.3 Implementation results and case study
We estimate the performance, area and energy of the CDC design by synthesiz-
ing it along with a CORDIC processor using a 45nm CMOS technology. Table 5.1
presents the comparison. Having one stage of confidence estimator increases the clock
period by 30% and introduces an 8% area overhead. Additional stages of confidence
estimators reduces the clock period, but the area overhead rises. However, there is
a limit to how fine-grained the confidence estimators can be efficiently placed due
to the diminishing improvement in throughput, and the escalating cost of area and
energy. Design time decisions need to be made based on the expected range of circuit
error rates along with the area and energy constraints imposed by the design. DMR
provides better throughput, but the energy and area are 58% and 64% higher respec-
tively by comparing the results in Table 5.2 and Table 5.1 (when using four stages of
confidence estimators).
We show a case study based on a highly reliable general-purpose processor that
requires two years of MTBF. Figure 5.12 shows the trade-off between the energy and
the system reliability of CDC compared to the conventional NMR scheme. CDC
guarantees a given system error rate of 10−17, even when the underlying circuit node
error rate fluctuates between 10−11 and 10−6. The protection can be accomplished
in several ways: temporal redundancy only or DMR with either lockstep or specula-
tive synchronization. When circuit node error rate increases, the reliable system is
achieved by setting a higher confidence threshold with a gradual increase of energy.
In comparison, the energy of N-module redundancy is much higher.
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5.4 Early checking
In CDC, error checking holds back the datapath. Errors increase the delay to
reach the required confidence, resulting in an inefficient checking for short-duration
errors, such as soft errors and errors due to coupling noise and voltage droop. To
overcome this challenge, we propose an early checking (EC) technique, built on top
of the CDC model. The EC technique exploits the delay slack in the vast majority
of the datapaths for fast error checking and confidence accumulation.
We show in Figure 4.12 a realistic example of path delay profile of a synthesized
16-bit 12-step CORDIC processor assuming uniform random inputs. The delay pro-
file can be modeled using a Gaussian distribution with mean of 0.75 and standard
deviation of 0.08, normalized to the longest path delay. The clock cycle boundary is
drawn at 1 to contain the longest path. Extra margins are often added in practice to
accommodate process variation and runtime fluctuation. A study in [35] also shows
that 70% of the datapaths in a commercial processor have at least 20% timing slack.
Therefore, the confidence estimator can start sampling early, well before the clock
edge, thus the name early checking.
5.4.1 Early checking
Using EC, glitches due to transient errors and soft errors will be detected and
invalidated and a required confidence can be met before the clock edge without using
an extra clock cycle. If the required confidence cannot be met by the clock edge due
to long path delay and (or) errors, an additional clock cycle is needed. However, long
path delay is statistically less likely, thus the performance penalty will remain low.
To implement EC, we decouple datapath from error checking and place them
on separate clocks. Error checking will operate on a possibly faster sampling clock
(sclk), so the confidence level can start accumulating early and quickly. The datapath
samples the confidence level at the main clock (clk) and makes the propagation
decision. EC can be illustrated using the same block diagram in Figure 5.3, except
that the checking path runs on sclk instead of clk. The interface between the
datapath and error checking is the confidence level – error checking accumulates the
confidence level at the sclk frequency and the datapath inspects the confidence level
at the clk frequency. It is in fact not necessary to have sclk and clk synchronized or
phase-aligned, thus the sclk generation can be simplified or self timed using a small
ring oscillator. The sclk of different stages do not need to be synchronized either,
and sclk can also be shared among multiple stages to save cost.
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Figure 5.13: Conceptual timing diagram illustrating early checking.
5.4.2 Functional analysis and comparison
The conceptual timing diagram of EC is shown in Figure 5.13, where the sam-
pling clock (sclk) runs independently of the main clock (clk) and the two are not
necessarily phase-aligned. The confidence estimator starts accumulating confidence
at the first possible sclk edge. If sclk is fast, the confidence level quickly reaches
the threshold and saturates. After some time, D makes the final transition to the cor-
rect value. The transition is detected by the confidence estimator as a disagreement,
which resets the confidence level to 0. The confidence estimator continues to sample
D and looks for additional agreements. On the next edge of clk, the confidence level
is inspected and as it matches the confidence threshold, the output of the current
stage is allowed to propagate through the main flip-flop.
In an error-free operation, a late arriving output will be treated as tentative if an
insufficient confidence level is accumulated before the clk edge, and the output will
be held in the current pipeline stage for one more cycle. The probability of holding
depends on how often the long paths are exercised. This probability can be very
low for delay distributions with long tails, as in the case of deep submicron circuits
running at a reduced supply voltage [73]. We expect that the performance loss will
be low if the critical paths are only infrequently exercised and the confidence level is
relatively low.
The effect of a transient fault or soft error depends on its arrival time and duration.
If an error arrives before the output makes the final transition, it is not different from
the error-free case discussed above. If an error arrives at the same time or after the
output makes the final transition, it will prolong the final confidence accumulation
and increase the probability of holding. A high error rate or long error duration will
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Table 5.3: Comparisons of error detection techniques with short checking durations
Technique RAZOR [5] BISER [33] CDC with Early Checking
Mechanism post-edge checking pre-edge checking
multiple checkings
before clock edge
Protection
level
fixed in design time fixed in design time
tunable by changing
confidence threshold
Area overhead small small moderate
Performance
impact
small
larger impact with
longer checking window
depends on confidence threshold
and runtime delay distribution
further increase the holding probability, leading to performance loss.
The EC technique can be compared to other common approaches such as RAZOR
and BISER that also target errors of short duration. The comparison is shown in
Table 5.3. RAZOR double samples and looks for an agreement. It introduces a small
area overhead, and the impact on performance is small. However, the protection
level is dictated by the checking duration and it is fixed during design time. BISER
has been presented to monitor errors by detecting suspicious transitions. Its area
overhead is small but the impact on performance is decided by the checking duration.
A longer checking duration results in more performance degradation. Similar to
RAZOR, the checking duration of BISER is fixed and cannot be changed to adapt to
various protection levels. In contrast, the EC technique offers a tunable protection
level by setting the confidence threshold. The impact on performance depends on the
confidence threshold and the runtime delay distribution.
5.5 Reliability and performance evaluation using event-based
simulation
The effectiveness of a resilient design is highly dependent on the complex interplay
of error events (error occurrence and duration), path events (path start and end) and
the error protection mechanism. The FPGA-based emulation is cycle based and
events can only occur at clock cycle boundaries. Such a platform is sufficient for a
sample-based technique such as CDC described above. However, the EC technique is
more fine-grained, and it requires a transient simulator for the quantitative evaluation.
To speed up the transient simulation, we propose an FPGA-based event simulator.
The simulator consists of path delay model, error model and the EC technique to be
tested. The simulation operates on the FPGA system clock. The main clock period,
sampling clock period, path delays and error durations are in units of the FPGA
system clock period Tsys. For example, we can set the main clock period Tclk =
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1000Tsys, and the sampling clock (sclk) period Tsclk is set independently, e.g., Tsclk
= 100Tsys. The path delay model is implemented as a random number generator
based on its statistical distribution (e.g., Figure 4.12). The transient and soft error
models are implemented similarly.
The simulation is conducted in steps of Tsys. In each Tsys, the simulation controller
determines whether the path under test gives a valid output based on the time elapsed,
delay generated by the delay model, and error occurrence and duration given by the
error model. The confidence estimator samples the output at sclk, and increments or
resets the confidence level. The confidence level is sampled at clk to decide whether
to propagate the output or to hold it for one more cycle.
The FPGA simulation platform operates at a frequency of 100MHz or higher,
thus a 100kHz simulation throughput is possible if Tclk is set to 1000Tsys. This setup
allows us to collect about 20 errors in two weeks for an estimate of the system error
rate at 10−10. A finer time resolution is possible, but the simulation throughput will
be reduced proportionally.
5.5.1 Error simulation
A transient error flips the validity of the path output (from valid to invalid) and
causes an error. Both the error arrival time and duration are tunable in Tsys steps.
Figure 4.9 shows the construction of the error model. In each Tsys step, it produces a
conditional error using an LFSR. To model error duration, a counter is started upon
error assertion to keep the error for the error duration. The error duration can also
be randomly generated.
Figure 5.14 illustrates the timing of the FPGA-based event simulation platform.
All events are lined up with the FPGA system clock. Error events can be programmed
to model their natural occurrence and duration. The simulation platform is general
purpose and not tied to any circuit implementation. It provides a high simulation
throughput and can be easily extended to other related work.
5.5.2 Experimental evaluation
To set up the experiment, we set Tclk = 1000Tsys, and created a Gaussian path
delay model following the path delay distribution shown in Figure 4.12, with a mean
and standard deviation set to 0.8Tclk and 0.0625Tclk. The tail of the distribution
beyond 3.2σ is saturated to meet Tclk.
We first evaluate the performance of EC under error-free operations. Table 5.4
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(a) main clock
(b) sampling clock 100 Tsys 
1000 Tsys
(c) error generation tunable error  duration
Figure 5.14: Timing charts of the FPGA-based event simulation: (a) main clock, (b)
sampling clock, and (c) error generation.
Table 5.4: Normalized throughput of early checking in error-free operations
CT=1 CT=2 CT=3 CT=4
Tsclk=0.05Tclk 0.997 0.965 0.841 0.683
Tsclk=0.1Tclk 0.981 0.723 0.510 0.503
shows the normalized throughput. In an error-free operation, the throughput is de-
termined by the length of the error detection window, or the product of the sampling
clock period Tsclk and the confidence threshold. Increasing the confidence threshold
prolongs the error detection window, degrading the throughput due to long paths that
need extra time to meet a required threshold. Nevertheless, the throughput can be
improved by shortening Tsclk. For example, at a confidence threshold of 3, shortening
Tsclk from 0.1Tclk to 0.05Tclk improves the throughput by 65%.
As errors are injected to the system, the reliability starts to degrade. Figure 5.15
shows that the CORDIC processor’s error rate increases with transient and soft error
rate and duration. Figure 5.16 shows the effect of adjusting the confidence threshold
while holding Tsclk and the transient error rate constant. As the confidence threshold
is raised by 1, the system reliability is improved by three orders of magnitude or more.
However, it is important to notice from Figure 5.16 that the sampling clock period
Tsclk should be chosen to match or exceed the error duration Terr to guarantee a
minimum error detection window for an appreciable improvement in reliability.
Figure 5.17 shows the effect of errors of long and short duration. If errors last for
a relatively long duration, e.g., Terr = 0.1Tclk, it is necessary to select the sampling
clock period Tsclk ≥ Terr for a more effective improvement of the system reliability.
On the other hand, if errors are known to be very short, e.g., Terr = 0.01Tclk, the
length of Tsclk has little impact on the system reliability. The throughput is given
in Figure 5.18. A long Tsclk or a higher confidence threshold degrades the through-
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Figure 5.15: System error rate without any error protection (error duration Terr is
normalized to Tclk).
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Table 5.5: Normalized energy of system based on early checking
CT=1 CT=2 CT=3 CT=4
Norm. Energy 1.191 1.203 1.210 1.222
put. Interestingly, the normalized throughput saturates to approximately 0.5, as one
additional (main) clock cycle provides more than sufficient time for accumulating a
high enough confidence using EC.
To summarize the results, the throughput of a system is determined by the length
of the error detection window, or the product of Tsclk and confidence threshold. A
short window enables a higher throughput, as less time is needed to attain the required
confidence. For a good protection, Tsclk needs to match or exceed Terr. Therefore,
we formulate a two-step design strategy: (1) tune Tsclk to match the expected error
duration, and (2) set the confidence threshold to obtain the required system error
rate.
5.5.3 Implementation results and case study
A 16-bit, 12-step CORDIC processor is synthesized in a 45nm CMOS technology.
The area overhead of implementing EC is only 12%. The energy overhead is as
low as 20% at a low confidence threshold, and it increases marginally with a higher
confidence threshold as seen in Table 5.5.
We formulate a case study based on a general purpose processor that requires
a very low system error rate of 10−20. Transient and soft error rates are assumed
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to vary between 10−9 and 10−5, and the error duration varies between 0.01Tclk and
0.1Tclk. Resilient computing can be accomplished by tuning the confidence threshold
and sampling clock period Tsclk, the results of which are shown in Figure 5.19. For
example, when the transient (or soft) error rate is 10−9, the confidence threshold can
be set to 3, 4 or 5 at Tsclk = 0.05Tclk to accommodate error durations ranging from
0.01Tclk to 0.1Tclk. The long error duration of 0.1Tclk warrants an increase of Tsclk
to 0.1Tclk and the confidence threshold can be reduced to 3 while still satisfying the
system error rate requirement. A higher transient (or soft) error rate of 10−5 requires
a higher confidence threshold of 7, 8 and 13 for error durations ranging from 0.01Tclk
to 0.1Tclk to meet the system reliability.
5.6 Summary
We present a confidence-driven computing (CDC) model to protect the circuits
built on highly variable and nondeterministic devices. The reliability is enhanced by
confidence estimators that rely on either temporal redundancy only or the combi-
nation of temporal and spatial redundancy. The area and energy cost can be kept
low by using temporal redundancy only, while the combined temporal and spatial
redundancy provides a higher throughput. The two methods follow one of the two
synchronization schemes: lockstep or speculative. The speculative scheme permits a
lower latency and higher throughput with a small increase in energy.
The CDC model uses cycle-based checking targeting non-deterministic nano de-
vices like memristors. To achieve a better performance for deeply scaled CMOS
circuits that are mostly affected by transient faults and soft errors, we present a vari-
ation of CDC using early checking (EC). The EC technique recycles unused cycle time
to accumulate confidence level, allowing fast response to randomly occurring errors
of short duration.
The CDC model is emulated on an FPGA platform with real-time error injection
to prove its effectiveness. Quantitative evaluations of reliability and performance shed
light on the choice of confidence threshold, placement of confidence estimators, and
synchronization.
To evaluate the performance of the EC technique with transient errors, an FPGA-
based event simulator is presented to incorporate both path delay model and error
model at much finer time scale. The simulation captures complex interactions between
path delays, errors and protection scheme. The EC technique is demonstrated to be
highly effective against short transient errors. It improves the system reliability by
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more than four orders of magnitude if the errors are of short duration, while the
performance loss is kept as low as 0.3%.
The CDC model and the EC technique are promising solutions to bridge the gap
between different applications and fluctuating device behavior in deeply scaled CMOS
and future device technologies. The design insights will allow us to construct a reli-
ability diverse computer architecture with computing elements that provide a range
of reliability levels at appropriate energy cost to deliver the required performance.
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CHAPTER VI
Low-Power Error-Resilient Systems for Wireless
Communication
Designing low-power resilient systems can effectively leverage application-specific
algorithmic approaches. To explore design opportunities in the algorithmic domain,
an application-specific detection and decoding processor for multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) wireless communication is investigated. In this chapter, we utilize
the algorithmic resilience and co-designing with circuit and architecture to improve
the area, throughput, and energy efficiency. The concept is demonstrated on an
application-specific detection and decoding processor for the MIMO system.
We review the MIMO system and conventional detection algorithms in Section 6.1,
and evaluate the state-of-the-art iterative detection-decoding algorithms in Section 6.2.
From Section 6.3 to 6.5, we focus on the algorithmic optimization and hardware im-
plementation. Silicon measurement from the fabricated test chip in 65nm CMOS
is summarized in Section 6.6. Our design achieves higher throughput and energy
efficiency over the state-of-the-art, and it maintains a good packet error rate perfor-
mance, demonstrating the advantage of multilevel optimization techniques.
6.1 Background
Advanced wireless communication standards such as IEEE 802.11n/ac and 3GPP
LTE Advanced Release 10/11 [80] adopt MIMO communication to increase spectral
efficiency and data rate. For example, IEEE 802.11n allows for up to a 4x4 antenna
configuration (4 transmit and 4 receive antennas); IEEE 802.11ac calls for up to an
8x4 configuration and 3GPP LTE Advanced release 10 [80] specifies up to an 8x8
antenna configuration. The enhancement in spectral efficiency and higher data rate
comes at a significant computational cost: work load profiling indicates that MIMO
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Figure 6.1: MIMO system overview
detection at the receiver can consume a large amount of the computing cycles in the
physical layer baseband processing [81].
Figure 6.1 shows the system architecture for a generic MIMO system. At the
transmitter, a coded data stream is demultiplexed onto multiple transmit antennas.
The data streams are modulated onto constellations, such as quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM). The use of multiple transmit channels allows the MIMO system
to achieve high data rates using only a limited spectrum. At the receiver, the signals
are processed by the analog frontend at each receive antenna. The digital frontend
performs carrier frequency offset compensation, synchronization, and equalization.
The MIMO detector cancels the interference between different receive channels before
further processing by the channel decoder.
6.1.1 MIMO system model
A MIMO system with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas, operating
in a symmetric M -QAM scheme, with log2M bits per symbol is modeled by:
y = HS + n, (6.1)
where y is the received signal vector, H is the channel matrix, S is the transmitted
symbol vector, and n is channel noise.
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6.1.2 Non-iterative MIMO detection algorithms
In a conventional non-iterative detecting-decoding scheme in Figure 6.1, a maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) detection algorithm achieves the minimum bit-error rate (BER) [82].
The ML detector estimates the transmitted signal by solving
D̂ = min
S˜∈ZNt
||y - HS˜||2 (6.2)
where D̂ represents the Euclidean (L2) distance that needs to be minimized, and S˜
is the estimated transmitted symbol vector. Eq. 6.2 is generally non-deterministic
polynomial hard (NP-hard) and represents the closest point problem [83] which is a
search through the set of all possible lattice points for the global best in terms of
distance between the received signal y and HS˜. Effectively, eq. 6.2 describes a tree
search problem where each of the constellation points in ZNt is evaluated to find the
path through the tree that minimizes the total error accumulated from each estimated
symbol. Thus, the goal is to find the closest vector S˜ to the original transmitted
symbol vector S for a received vector y.
Several algorithms have been proposed to address the complexity of MIMO de-
tection in the receiver, offering different tradeoffs between power and performance.
Table 6.1 gives an overview of conventional MIMO detection techniques and qualita-
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Table 6.1: MIMO detection algorithm (hard outputs) design tradeoffs
Detector type
BER
performance
Computational
complexity
In a large
MIMO system
Optimal detectors
Maximum likelihood (ML)
Sphere decoder (SD)
Optimal Exponential Complex and expensive
Sub-optimal detectors
Zero forcing (ZF)
MMSE
V-BLAST
SIC
Suboptimal Linear, polynomial Efficient but inaccurate
Near-ML detectors
SD with termination
K-best SD
Markov chain Monte Carlo
Near optimal Polynomial Feasible
tive tradeoffs. Among the MIMO detection techniques listed in Table 6.1 and shown
in Figure 6.2, the ML detector minimizes the uncoded BER performance through
exhaustive search, but the complexity grows exponentially with increasing number
of antennas and the modulation order [84]. In contrast, linear detectors such as
zero-forcing and MMSE detectors and successive interference cancellation (SIC) de-
tectors have polynomial complexity, but they suffer from poor BER. Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods [85] perform well in low SNR channel conditions but exhibit
poor performance in high SNR channels. The sphere decoding (SD) based detector
using depth-first search [86] without termination criteria results in optimal BER as
in the case of an ML detector, but the complexity and power are prohibitive, and
it may never reach its solution in bounded time. SD using breadth-first search with
termination criteria can achieve near-optimal performance with polynomial compu-
tational complexity; however, such detectors may still require high area and power as
antenna configuration increase. In [81], we present an implementation of SD detection
with breadth-first search and limit the number of candidates evaluated in each step
to predifined K candidates with minimum partial distance. The adaptive K -Best de-
tection achieves a very high throughput of 3.2 Gb/s in an Intel 22nm tri-gate CMOS
technology and a low energy per bit ranging from 14 to 44 pJ/bit.
K -Best detection achieves high throughput by only producing hard output, con-
straining itself to be used in conjunction with a hard decoder, the performance of
which is much inferior to a soft decoder. While most non-iterative algorithms provide
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Figure 6.3: MMSE block diagram with iterative detection-decoding design.
Table 6.2: SISO MIMO detection algorithm tradeoffs
Detector type
PER
performance
Computational
complexity
SISO SD Better
Increase with modulation order
Exponential to antenna config.
SISO MMSE Close to SD with more iter.
Constant with modulation order
Polynomial to antenna config.
only hard outputs, SD with depth-first search can be re-designed to generate soft
outputs at the cost of high complexity and low throughput [87].
6.1.3 Iterative MIMO detection algorithms
The latest MIMO wireless systems have adopted iterative detection and decoding
(IDD) as shown in Figure 6.3. Compared to the hard output MIMO detectors men-
tioned earlier, an IDD system requires a soft-in soft-out (SISO) detector to cancel
interference, and a SISO forward error correction (FEC) decoder to remove errors.
The two blocks exchange soft information to improve the packet-error rate (PER) of
packets of coded information iteratively. State-of-the-art IDD circuit designs based
on SISO sphere decoding (SD) and low-density parity-check (LDPC) FEC have been
demonstrated in [88,89] for up to 4x4 64-QAM MIMO systems. Compared to an SISO
SD detector [88–90], an SISO minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector [91,92]
has been demonstrated to have a lower complexity and can be efficiently scaled to
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support a larger antenna array and higher modulation order. Performance and com-
plexity tradeoffs of SISO SD detection and SISO MMSE detection are summarized
in Table 6.2.
6.2 Iterative detection-decoding design overview
Expanding antenna configuration and scaling modulation order are the most effec-
tive techniques to enhance the data rate and spectral efficiency. As antenna configu-
ration and modulation order increase, however, noise and interference effects worsen,
degrading PER and reliability. The fundamental challenges in designing an IDD
detector is how to scale to large antenna configuration and modulation order while
maintaining a good PER performance with each additional outer iteration (I ). As
the complexity of SISO SD detector scales exponentially to the antenna configuration
and modulation order, SISO MMSE detector has been demonstrated to have a higher
throughput over SISO SD detectors and can be more easily scaled for large MIMO
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system [92,93].
A SISO decoder is an equally important part of an IDD design. Recent IDD de-
signs have adopted LDPC codes and used LDPC decoders [88–90]. Compared to bi-
nary LDPC codes, nonbinary LDPC (NBLDPC) codes defined over Galois field (GF)
outperform binary LDPC codes of comparable block length in coding gain [94], and
it has been shown that NBLDPC codes significantly improve the detection-decoding
performance over binary LDPC codes [95].
In this work, we propose a novel interface between an SISO MMSE detector and
an NBLDPC decoder, and connect them together in an iterative MMSE-NBLDPC
IDD design. The PER performance and the coding gain are evaluated in Figure 6.4
for a MMSE-NBLDPC IDD and a MMSE-LDPC IDD. The NBLDPC code and the
binary LDPC code share the same block length of 640 bits and the same code rate of
1/2. The NBLDPC code is defined over GF(16). In a 4x4 256-QAM MIMO system
operating under the TGn type C channel model [96], Figure 6.4 suggests that the
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←
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delivered from a decoder, and generates a-prior LLR for the decoder from
its output soft symbols
→
s and variances
→
σ
2
.
MMSE-NBLDPC (5 inner iterations) scheme has clear advantage in PER in both
open loop and close loop, even with fewer decoding iterations (i=5 for the NBLDPC
decoder compared to i=10 for the LDPC decoder).
Despite NBLDPC decoder’s higher complexity, efficient approximate decoding [94]
is well suited for a high GF computation. For instance, using the truncated extended
min-sum (EMS) decoding algorithm, only the top nm candidates, nm< q in GF(q),
with high likelihood, instead of all q GF elements, are processed, eliminating those
less likely elements during each single inner iteration. The complexity reduction has
a direct consequence on area efficiency and energy consumption in the decoder. We
show in Figure 6.5 the simulation results of a 4x4 256-QAM point mapped to a
GF(256) symbol. As the results indicate the loss of PER performance due to the
reduction of nm can be compensated, or even better, by increasing the number of
inner iterations.
In the rest of this chapter, we first review the latest SISO MMSE algorithm, and
then demonstrated our proposed architecture and algorithm optimizations for the
SISO MMSE detector and the nonbinary interface.
6.3 SISO MMSE algorithm and optimization
SISO MMSE interference cancellation algorithm was first proposed in [91]. In
the first open loop operation, an SISO MMSE detector performs conventional MMSE
filtering but generates a-prior log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for a SISO decoder from its
output soft symbols and variances as shown in Figure 6.6. The SISO decoder uses
a-prior LLR and generates a-posteriori LLR. In an IDD design, the detector first the
a-posteriori LLR from the decoder as input, and generates input soft symbols and
variances. These symbol statistics are used to cancel the interference on the received
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data from multiple antennas. After interference cancellation, the residuals are then
equalized using an MMSE filter based on the symbol variances. In the end, after the
output soft symbols are computed, the SISO MMSE detector calculates the a-prior
LLR for the decoder. As the iteration increases, if the interference is successfully
removed and noise is minimized, the input and output soft symbols will converge,
while input and output variances will be very small. In this section, we review the
SISO MMSE algorithm and provide methods to further optimize such algorithm as
well as its hardware implementation.
6.3.1 Reduced-complexity MMSE-PIC algorithm
In the first demonstrated ASIC chip, SISO MMSE algorithm is implemented with
parallel interference cancellation (PIC) algorithm. Referring to the MIMO model in
eq. 6.1 with Nt×Nr antenna configuration, the MMSE PIC algorithm is carried out
in six steps [92], including the conversions between LLR and symbol statistics in step
(i) and step (vi).
(i) Symbol statistics: Based on the assumption of Gaussian distributions, esti-
mate the soft symbol
←
st and variance
←
σ
2
t for every symbol t = 1..Nt. Convert the
input (a-prior) LLRs from a decoder into binary probabilities (more details in sec-
tion 6.5).
(ii) Gram matrix and matched filter: Compute the Gram matrix G = HHH,
and the matched filter output ymf = HHy. The Gram matrix and the matched filter
output can be stored in the first iteration, and reused in the subsequent iterations to
reduce the computations.
(iii) MMSE filter matrix: Generate the matrix A and compute the MMSE filter
matrix A−1.
A = GΛ + N0I, (6.3)
where Λ=diag(
←
σ
2
t , ..,
←
σ
2
Nt), and N0 is estimated noise variance from the channel esti-
mation block in Figure 6.3.
The matrix inversion is implemented based on lower-upper decomposition (LUD)
algorithm A=LU, with a forward substitution to find L−1 by solving Lx=I, and it
is followed by a backward substitution to find A−1 by solving Ux=L−1.
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(iv) Parallel interface cancellation: Perform parallel interface cancellation on
ymft from step (ii) by the estimated soft symbols from step (i). The result consists
of the contribution by t-th symbol, t = 1..Nt, along with noises and possibly errors
from incorrect symbol estimations
yPICt = y
mf
t −
∑
j 6=t
gj
←
Sj, (6.4)
where gj is the j-th column of matrix G.
(v) MMSE filtering: Compute the bias term for each stream
µt = a
H
t gt, for t = 1, .., Nt (6.5)
where aHt denotes the t-th row of A
−1. Using the reciprocals µ−1t = 1/µt, update the
output soft symbols
→
st= µ
−1
t a
H
t y
PIC , (6.6)
and the corresponding SNRs
ρt =
1
→
σt
2 =
µt
1− ←σt
2 ×µt
. (6.7)
(vi) Outputs: Generate output LLRs for each bit from an output soft symbol
L˜
(bin)
t,b = ρt( mina∈Z(0)b
|→st −a|2 −mina∈Z(1)b |
→
st −a|2 ). (6.8)
where Z
(0)
b and Z
(1)
b are the subsets of Z with the b-th bit as zero or one respectively.
6.3.2 Algorithmic optimizations for efficient MMSE detector implemen-
tation
We present new algorithmic optimizations that reduce the computation and im-
prove the numerical stability for a fixed-point MMSE detector implementation.
Dynamic scaling: The matrix inversion in setp (iii) above requires high arithmetic
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precision for numerical stability. In a high SNR regime (small N0) or after the first
outer iteration when the prior information has started to converge (small variance for
an input soft symbol), the entries of matrix A in eq. 6.3 can be very small in value,
and the inversion of A results in very large numerical values. In order to reduce
the numerical range needed in matrix inversion and the required word length in a
fixed-point hardware, we apply dynamical scaling of the matrix A by Γ according to
the symbol variances.
A′ = AΓ = (GΛ + N0I)Γ, (6.9)
where Γ is a real-valued NT × NT diagonal matrix. A dmin is chosen as a design
parameter to ensure the diagonal entries in A′ are large enough after the scaling,
which means Γt,t× ←σt
2≥ dmin. The MMSE filtering matrix is found by rescaling
eq. 6.9
A−1 = (GΛ + N0I)−1 = ΓΓ−1(GΛ + N0I)−1 = Γ(A′)−1. (6.10)
In addition to scaling the numerical range, we also lower bound the symbol vari-
ance to
←
σ
2
min and the noise density to N0,min to limit the resolution and ensure nu-
merical stability. In our 4× 4 MIMO detector design, we set ←σ2min = 2−7, N0,min=1,
and dmin = 2
−4. With these choices, a 21-bit×21-bit multiplier in matrix inversion is
sufficient for computing the matrix inversion under regular channel conditions.
Interference cancellation and MMSE filtering reformation: We reformulate
eq. 6.4 by subtracting the gt
←
st term on the right hand side to get y
IC .
yICt = y
mf
t −
j=Nt∑
j=1
gj
←
sj (6.11)
for t = 1, .., Nt. Since the term gi
←
Si is the i-th symbol’s contribution to y
mf
t , this y
IC
t
term consists of only the noise and possible errors from incorrect symbol estimates.
The output soft symbol can be updated using yIC instead of yPIC in eq. 6.6.
→
st=
←
st + µ
−1aHt y
IC . (6.12)
Eq. 6.6 and eq. 6.12 are mathematically equivalent. However, in hardware implemen-
tation, numerical errors are introduced by fixed point computation when the number
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(a) Bias term in SNR computation presented in 
[Studer, JSSC11] and [Auras, ICC14]
(b) Proposed approach
Figure 6.7: Simplified computation for the bias term required for the output SNRs
and output soft symbols.
of bits are not sufficient enough. Because µ−1t is a result after several multiplication,
addition, and reciprocal computation, the multiplication of µ−1t y
PIC amplifies the nu-
merical errors compared to µ−1t y
IC because yPIC contains an extra soft symbol term.
Thus, using eq. 6.12 is more numerically stable.
Bias term computation: The bias term computation µt = a
H
t gt requires 4 com-
plex multiplications, 4 complex additions, and a large memory to store both matrix
A−1 and G. By reformulating the equation, we find a new approach to cut down
computational complexity without degrading the performance.
First, based on eq. 6.3, the matrix A can be computed as
An,m =
Gn,m×
→
σn
2
, n 6= m
Gn,m× →σn
2
+ N0, n = m
, (6.13)
where An,m represents the entry of n-th row and m-th column in matrix A. Secondly,
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since A−1A = I, we have
i=Nt∑
i=0
A−1t,i Ai,t = 1 (6.14)
Substituting eq. 6.13 into eq. 6.14, we have
i=Nt∑
i=0
A−1t,i Ai,t =
←
σt
2 ×(
i=Nt∑
i=0
A−1(t,i)Gi,t) + A
−1
t,t ×N0 = 1. (6.15)
Comparing eq. 6.15 to the bias term in eq. 6.5, we find
←
σt
2 ×(
i=Nt∑
i=0
A−1t,i Gi,t) + A
−1
t,t ×N0 =
←
σt
2
µt + A
−1
t,t ×N0 = 1. (6.16)
Thus, the computation µt can be simplified as
µt = (1− A−1t,t ×N0)× (
←
σt
2
)−1. (6.17)
This simplification reduces more than 70% of computation area, including 6 multipli-
ers, 7 adders, and input memory of 792 bits as shown in Figure 6.7, resulting in 65%
power reduction.
6.4 Architecture and circuit optimization
Our MMSE ASIC is implemented in 4 coarse pipeline stages as depicted in Fig-
ure 6.8. Channel information and input symbol LLRs from the decoder are processed
in the first stage to generate matrix A. The matrix is then inverted using LUD and
substitutions for MMSE filtering in the second and third stage, while interference
cancellation is done in parallel. The final stage computes SNR and symbol LLRs as
the input to the NBLDPC decoder.
The LUD in the second stage contains the critical paths and requires a long la-
tency, causing a bottleneck in throughput. The LUD pseudo code in Figure 6.9 shows
the data dependency for each loop. We identify the critical path in each top loop is
“reciprocal (line 3)→column update (line 6)→ diagonal entry update (line 9)”. As
the reciprocal unit dictates the inner loop of the LUD and is accessed sequentially
due to data dependency, we propose the reciprocal computation by Newton-Raphson
algorithm in a parallel structure to shorten the number of cycles in the second stage
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LU Decomposition Pseudo Code 
 
1   𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝑖 = 1 𝐭𝐨 𝑁𝑡 
2       𝐔𝑖,𝑖 = 𝐀𝑖,𝑖 
3       𝐑𝑖,𝑖 = 1/𝐔𝑖,𝑖 (reciprocal) 
4           𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝑗 = 𝑖 + 1 𝐭𝐨 𝑁𝑡 
5               𝐔𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐀𝑖,𝑗 
6               𝐋𝑗,𝑖 = 𝐀𝑗,𝑖 × 𝐑𝑖,𝑖  (scaling) 
7           𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝑗 = 𝑖 + 1 𝐭𝐨 𝑁𝑡 
8               𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝑘 = 𝑗 + 1 𝐭𝐨 𝑁𝑡 
9                   𝐀𝑗,𝑘 = 𝐀𝑗,𝑘 − 𝐋𝑗,𝑖𝐔𝑖,𝑘 (update) 
10   return 𝐋 and 𝐔 
Figure 6.9: Lower-upper decomposition for an Nt×Nt matrix A.
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Figure 6.10: Implementation of LUD and forward substitution in stage 2. Left figure
indicates the data dependency throughout the algorithm, and highlights
the critical latency; right figure annotates the cycles when the result is
completed.
to 12 cycles as shown in Figure 6.10, compared to 18 cycles in the prior work [92,93].
However, cycle reduction also tightens the timing constraint on the complex mul-
tipliers in the second and third stages, requiring longer cycle time and resulting in
unbalanced pipeline stages. To achieve a better throughput, we propose to process
the matrix inversion and MMSE filtering in a interleaving scheme shown in Figure 6.8.
In addition to throughput enhancement, we propose additional methods to improve
area and power reduction by just-in-time sequential computation in stage 3 and clock
gating circuit technique.
Reciprocal: We redesign the reciprocal based on Newton-Raphson algorithm from [92].
The reciprocal is obtained iteratively using the following equation
x˜k+1 = 2x˜k − xx˜2k. (6.18)
Given 1 ≤ x < 2, x˜ converges to x−1 through iterative update. However, as the
reciprocal is accessed sequentially due to the data dependency in LUD processing,
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Figure 6.12: Least significant bit (LSB) error from the proposed reciprocal design.
the longer latency caused by iterative approach will directly degrade latency as well
as system throughput. To avoid the throughput degradation, we implement this al-
gorithm in a feed forward scheme. The key novelty in our design is the use of the top
few MSB bits as the inputs of LUT1 and LUT2 to estimate x˜0 and x˜
2
0 as the initial
inputs to eq. 6.18. The block diagram of the lookup table (LUT) based hardware
design is presented in Figure 6.11. The input is initially shifted to have the leading
“1” as the most significant bit (MSB). This shift ensures output x to be in the range
between 1 and 2. The output of LUT1 is scaled by 2, which is a bit alignment and
does not require any extra circuitry. The output from LUT2 is multiplied by the
input x. The aligned output of LUT1 and the product from the multiplication are
added together to obtain the output. Using 5-bit input LUT1 and LUT2 and the
word length labeled in Figure 6.11, an average precision of 2−11.14 can be achieved
with a maximum error of 2−9.2 as shown in Figure 6.12, which is sufficient for the
MMSE detector based on our simulation and what is reported in [93].
Interleaving: The 12-cycle LUD is achieved by the 2-cycle reciprocal, and one cycle
complex multiplier in the second stage as labeled in Figure 6.10. In the third stage,
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detector. Performance-optimized single path is the baseline design.
the complex 21-bit×21-bit multiplier for the back substitution is done in 2 cycles.
However, the long reciprocal and multiplier in the second and third stages require
a long cycle time, diminishing the throughput. To loosen the timing constraint on
these long critical paths and balance all stages, we use a simple clock divider and
create a 2X slow clock domain for the two stages, and recoup the throughput by in-
terleaving between two copies of the datapaths without stalling the pipeline as shown
in Figure 6.8. The 2X slow clock provides additional timing slacks to allow the gates
to be downsized. As a result, the duplication costs only 24% additional area over
the baseline, as depicted in Figure 6.13, but the throughput is increased by 38%.
The downsized gates also reduce the load capacitance, and thus improving the energy
efficiency.
Just-in-time sequential MMSE filtering: Before generating the output soft sym-
bol, MMSE filtering computes aHt y
IC (eq. 6.12). This operation can be done concur-
rently as the filtering matrix A−1 is being generated during backward substitution.
With our pipeline scheduling illustrated in Figure 6.14, the completion of each entry
A−1t,m triggers an immediate update of the corresponded filtering output. For instance,
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when A−14,4 entry is available, a
H
4 y
IC is updated by the term of A−14,4y
IC
4 . Therefore,all
entries of A−1 but the diagonal ones are consumed right away, reducing the boundary
registers for the filtering matrix by 85%. Only the diagonal entries are buffered for
the fourth stage for the bias term calculation.
Clock gating: To lower the power consumption, automatic clock gating is applied
to stage boundary and buffer registers to save 53% power of the detector. A total
of 9.1kb registers are used for buffering data in and between stages of the detector.
Registers are used in place of memory arrays to support high access bandwidth and
the flexibility of placing small memory blocks. Registers are power hungry, but we
recognize a power reduction opportunity as most of the registers used in our design
are infrequently updated due to the coarse pipelining, e.g., 1 update every 12 cycles
for the 7.6kb stage boundary registers in the detector. We exploit the access pattern
to reduce power by enabling clock gating of the registers when they are idling, saving
53% power in total.
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6.5 Nonbinary interface and optimization
In this section, we propose our methods to efficiently calculate the soft informa-
tion exchanged between the decoder and the detector iteratively. In particular, our
computation is designed to support nonbinary LDPC codes defined over GF.
6.5.1 Detector to decoder: LLR computation with L1-norm
In a conventional IDD system with a binary coding, a detector computes the
output LLR for each bit by the Euclidean distance to all constellation points. The
max-log approximation [97] can be applied to significantly reduce the implementation
complexity at the cost of a small performance loss. With the max-log approximation,
the binary LLR computation requires only the Euclidean distances to the two con-
stellation points. One of the points has the highest probability of data 1 while the
other one carries the most likely data 0, as described by eq. 6.8.
In a low-order modulator, such as BPSK or 4-QAM, the LLR computation is rel-
atively simple. However, it becomes more complicated in a higher-order modulation.
As an M -QAM modulation is the combination of two
√
M -pulse amplitude modula-
tions (PAM),The max-log approximation reduces the search space from M candidates
into 2
√
M candidates as highlighted in Figure 6.16. A further simplification can be
achieved by piecewise linear function approximated based on Gray mapping but it suf-
fers from a loss of performance in a higher modulation scheme. However, even with
these simplifications, the LLR calculation for a large constellation is still complex,
e.g., it requires 18 LLR calculations for a 64-QAM constellation [98].
Compared to binary LLR computation, the proposed MMSE detector and the
NBLDPC decoder exchange symbol LLRs. Conventionally, the symbol LLRs are
constructed from the binary LLRs [95]. For instance, a GF(256) element K has a
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Figure 6.16: Bit LLR computation (before SNR scaling) for the soft detector output
→
s1 in 256-QAM constellations.
normalized symbol LLR L˜
(GF )
K accumulated from 8 binary LLRs
L˜
(GF )
K =
b=8∑
b=1
f(Kb)L˜
(bin)
K,b f(Kb) =
1, Kb = 1−1, Kb = 0 , (6.19)
where Kb is the b-th binary bit of symbol K, and L˜
(bin)
K,b is derived from eq. 6.8. In a
high GF coding, e.g., GF(256), eq. 6.19 needs to be evaluated for each of the 256 GF
elements or constellation points, making it a very expensive operation.
We exploit a new approach to simplify the symbol LLR calculation by directly
computing from the distance between the soft symbol and the constellation points.
To begin, given a soft symbol
→
s t, the constellation point K’s log likelihood (LL) is
L˜L
(GF )
K = −ρi|
→
st −K|2. (6.20)
Eq. 6.20 is non-positive, meaning that the likelihood value of L˜L
(GF )
K in the linear
domain is less than or equal to 1. In NBLDPC decoding, each constellation point
is mapped to a symbol, and the symbol LLR is calculated by dividing the symbol’s
likelihood by reference symbol’s likelihood. Conventionally, the reference symbol is
chosen as the 0 GF element [94,95]. The symbol LLRs are sorted to support NBLDPC
decoding [94].
Since the symbol LLRs are calculated by normalization and then sorted for NBLDPC
decoding, we propose to simplify the symbol LLR calculation by using the most likely
constellation point as the reference symbol, labeled as sx1,y1 in Figure 6.17. That is,
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Figure 6.17: Symbol LLR computation (before SNR scaling) for the soft detector
output
→
s1 in 256-QAM constellation. (Note that the x and y entries are
cross added to obtain the symbol LLRs for a GF(256) decoder.)
we calculate the symbol LLR by normalizing the L˜L
(GF )
K of the symbol K by the
L˜L
(GF )
x1,y1 of the most likely symbol sx1,y1. Based on eq. 6.8 and eq. 6.20, symbol LLR
is calculated using the following equation
L˜
(GF )
K = −(L˜L
(GF )
K − L˜L
(GF )
x1,y1) = ρi(|
→
st −sK |2 − |→st −sx1,y1|2). (6.21)
Note that we scale the normalized LLRs by -1, resulting in non-negative LLRs to
simplify the computation in a NBLDPC decoder.
We project the Euclidean distance onto real and imaginary axes as shown in Fig-
ure 6.17. Assuming the constellation points are spaced by 2, if the distance between
the soft symbol and the closest constellation point is dx1 on the real axis, the most
likely symbol has LLR value of 0, and the second most likely symbol x2 has
L˜
(GF )
x2 = ρi(|2− dx1|2 − |dx1|2) = ρi(4− 4dx1). (6.22)
The square terms in eq. 6.21 are canceled out, and the evaluation requires only L1-
norm and no multiplication. This L1-norm can be further extended to the rest of
the symbol candidates, as illustrated in Figure 6.17. The output symbol LLRs are
monotonically increasing with the first LLR being 0, resulting in sorted symbol LLRs.
In an M -QAM constellation, the symbol LLRs for the real and imaginary axes can
be calculated independently as two sets of GF(
√
M) LLRs and LLRs are cross added
to get GF(M) LLRs.
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Figure 6.18: Computation flow for input soft symbols and variances in (a) binary
scheme, and (b) proposed nonbinary scheme.
In our chip prototype implementation, the designed NBLDPC decoder requires
the 12 most reliable GF elements in GF(256). Thus, we only need the 4 most likely
symbols in each of the real and imaginary axis, and then cross add the LLRs to
form the 12 most reliable GF elements along with the LLRs. Finally, as Figure 6.17
illustrates, the LLRs are computed using bit invert, shift and add in our design,
and the nearest points are determined directly based on the output soft symbols,
eliminating costly search and multiply.
6.5.2 Decoder to detector: Efficient soft-symbol and variance computa-
tion
The computation of soft-symbol
←
st and variance
←
σ
2
t is the first step of the SISO
MMSE detection, as shown in Figure 6.8. Since the real axis and imaginary axis are
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estimation.
independent as described in section 6.5.1, we only discuss the soft symbol calculation
for the real axis. The real axis for 256-QAM represents a 16-PAM constellation.
In a conventional binary coding scheme [92] as illustrated in Figure 6.18(a), the
binary LLRs are first translated into linear probability P[st,b] by
P [st,b = x] =
e(0.5xL
(bin)
t,b )
e(0.5L
(bin)
t,b ) + e(−0.5L
(bin)
t,b )
, x = {+1,−1}. (6.23)
With the linear probabilities, a symbol probability can be found by
P [st = a] =
b=4∏
b=1
P [st,b = ab], ∀t ∈ [1, .., Nt] and∀a ∈ [1, ..,
√
M ]. (6.24)
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Finally, the input soft symbol is calculated by
←
s t=
a=
√
M∑
a=1
P [st = a]a, (6.25)
and the variance of the soft symbol is
←
σ
2
t=
a=
√
M∑
a=1
P [st = a](a− ←s t)2, (6.26)
Soft symbol and variance computations can be simplified if certain mapping sys-
tems are assumed, e.g. Gray mapping. In [99], the soft symbol and variance com-
putations are done using 3 LLR-to-probability look-up tables (LUTs), 7 additions,
and 5 multiplications are required for a 64-QAM modulation. The complexity scales
quadratically with the constellation sizes, and the same approach can hardly be ex-
tended into a 256-QAM or a higher-order modulation due to the prohibitive complex-
ity.
We propose a new methodology that computes soft symbol and variance efficiently
from the nonbinary LLRs. A truncated EMS nonbinary LDPC decoder produces nm
candidates for an output symbol [100]. In our implementation, we use nm = 12 for a
GF(256) output symbol. Because all the nm candidates for a nonbinary symbol are
normalized to the most reliable candidate α1, which has a numeral LLR value of 0,
the normalized probability of a constellation point that corresponds to symbol αi is
calculated as
P [st = Z(αi)]
P [st = Z(α1)]
=
1
2
(1− tanh(1
2
L(GF )αi )),∀i ∈ [1, .., nm]. (6.27)
where function Z(αi) maps a GF element to a constellation point. The linear proba-
bility of the constellation point is then calculated by
P [st = Z(αi)] =
(P [st = Z(αi)]/P [st = Z(α1)])∑j=nm
j=1
P [st=Z(αj)]
P [st=Z(α1)]
, (6.28)
which is very complicated to compute, especially the denominator term. In this work,
we propose a much simpler approach to calculate soft symbols and variances using
only the two most reliable candidate constellaion points for a nonbinary symbol shown
in Figure 6.18(b). In the first step, the top two candidates α1 and α2 are mapped to
constellation points s1 and s2 by Z(α1) and Z(α2), respectively. The probabilities of
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these two points are calculated as P1 and P2.
P2 =
1
1 + eL
(GF )
2
, andP1 = 1− P2 = e
L
(GF )
2
1 + eL
(GF )
2
(6.29)
Assume that the top two candidates’ probabilities dominate, so that P1 can be simpli-
fied to (1−P2), and the division in eq. 6.28 is no longer needed. As P2 is always equal
or lower than 0.5, (1− P2) can be approximately calculated by bit-wise inverting, i.e.,
∼P2. Note that we use 1’s complement as opposed to 2’s complement, but it has a
negligible impact on the performance [101]. Input soft symbol computation on the
real axis now becomes
←
s t,real= P1s1,real + P2s2,real = (∼P2)s1,real + P2s2,real, (6.30)
and the equivalent variance is
←
σ
2
t,real= P1(s1,real−
←
s t,real)
2 + P2(s2,real− ←s t,real)2. (6.31)
Substituting eq. 6.30 into eq. 6.31, we simplify the variance computation to
←
σ
2
t,real= (∼P2)P2(s1,real − s2,real)2. (6.32)
As the dependency of soft symbol in variance computation is eliminated, the soft
symbol and variance can be calculated in parallel to reduce the latency as shown in
Figure 6.18.
Using the two dominant candidates, our approach only requires 1 LLR-to-probability
LUTs, 2 additions, and 5 multiplications for one axis of a soft symbol calculation in
a 256-QAM modulation. The variances from two axes are summed up to calculate
the input symbol variance by
←
σ
2
t=
←
σ
2
t,real +
←
σ
2
t,imag. However, as only 2 candidates
are considered, the input symbol variance is usually underestimated when P2 is large.
Therefore, we add a compensation term based on P2 to improve the PER performance,
as done in qe. 6.33
←
σ
2
t=
←
σ
2
t,real +
←
σ
2
t,imag +CP2, (6.33)
where C is chosen as 2n for a convenient implementation that does not require a
multiplier.
In Figure 6.19, we compare the PER performance using three prior probability
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Processing Block Mult Add LUT Recip Cycles Area (%) 
Gram matrix & matched filter 16 16 0 0 6 13% 
Symbol statistics 3 3 5 0 6 1.1% 
SISO matrix A 4 1 0 0 6 3.9% 
LUD & forward substitution 8 12 2 1 12 (÷2) 14.3% 
Back-sub & MMSE filtering 10 8 0 0 12 (÷2) 22.3% 
Interference cancelation 4 4 0 0 6 (÷2) 2.2% 
LLRV 4 4 8 1 12 4.7% 
Miscellaneous      1.9% 
 
Table 6.3: MIMO detection algorithm (hard outputs) design tradeoffs
computations: (1) using nm = 16 case and all 16 GF elements to calculate the soft
symbol and variance following eq. 6.27 and eq. 6.28, (2) using nm = 32 and all 32
GF elements to calculate the soft symbol and variance, and (3) using nm = 16 and
only the top 2 GF elements to calculate the soft symbol and variance. In an open
loop operation, nm = 32 provides better performance over nm = 16. However, in an
iterative loop, it is clear that using only the 2 most reliable GF elements provides
an excellent PER performance, suggesting that it is a viable approach for a much
reduced complexity.
6.6 Measurements
We summarize the design and area breakdown of each block of the MMSE detector
in Table 6.3. Due to the limitation of silicon area, we choose a NBLDPC code with
block length of 412 bits and implement EMS decoding with nm = 12 in the test
design. The PER performance of this setup for a 4x4 256-QAM MIMO is provided
in Figure 6.20.
The MMSE-NBLDPC iterative detector-decoder test chip was fabricated in TSMC
65nm CMOS technology. The chip dimension is 2.04mm×2.2mm, and the MMSE de-
tector core and the NBLDPC decoder core occupy 0.7mm2 and 1.7mm2, respectively.
The fabricated test chip is fully functional. At room temperature and 1.0V sup-
ply, the MMSE detector runs at a maximum frequency of 517MHz for a throughput
of 1.38Gb/s, the highest reported throughput of a SISO MMSE detector [92]. The
MMSE detector consumes 26.5mW, which translate to 19.2pJ per bit, an order of
magnitude lower than the previous SISO detector designs [88, 89, 92], demonstrating
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Figure 6.20: PER performance comparison of MMSE-NBLDPC GF(256) IDD system
with nm=12 and 412-b code length.
the advantage of our optimized MMSE detection for IDD.
The energy efficiency can be further improved by voltage and frequency scaling,
as shown in Figure 6.22. At a 500mV supply, the MMSE detector. Our work is
compared with state-of-the-art MIMO detector and decoder designs in table 6.4.
6.7 Conclusion
We develop the first MMSE-NBLDPC IDD system that achieves a higher coding
gain compared to the conventional binary IDD systems [88, 89, 92]. In our MMSE
ASIC implementation, we first present algorithmic optimizations to enhance the nu-
merical stability and reduce the computational complexity. In particular, we use
an algorithmic property to greatly reduce the area of the output soft symbol and
SNR computation by 40%. Then, we demonstrate architecture and circuit techniques
to improve throughput and energy efficiency, including interleaving and two clock
domains, a new reciprocal block, just-in-time sequential MMSE filtering, and clock
gating. To efficiently exchange nonbinary soft information, we present a technique
to compute NBLDPC’s a-prior LLRs using only the L1-norm, and another technique
to compute MMSE’s input soft information base on only the two most reliable GF
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Detector 
Noethen 
ISSCC14 
Borlenghi 
ESSRC12 
Winter 
ISSCC12 
Studer 
JSSC11 
This work 
IDD design yes yes no yes yes 
Algorithm SD SISO SD SISO SD SO MMSE SISO MMSE NB-SISO 
MIMO system ≤ 4x4 ≤ 4x4 ≤ 4x4 4x4 4x4 
Modulation ≤ 64 ≤ 64 ≤ 64 ≤ 64 256 
Technology [nm] 65 65 65 90 65 
Core area [mm2] - 2.78 0.31 1.5 0.7 
Preprocessing area [kGE] 
Detection area [kGE] 
383a 
-b 
872 
-b 
215 
410 347c 
Frequency [MHz] 445 135 333 568 517 
Power [mW] 87 - 38 189 26.5 
Throughput [Mb/s] 396 194 296-807 757 1379 
Area efficiency [Mb/s/kGE] 1.03 0.22 1.37-3.75 1.85 3.68 
Energy efficiency [pJ/b] 220 920 48 250 19.2 
a: memory for data exchange included   
b: data pre-processing block (QRD) not included 
c: total area is 264 kGE if no interleaving processing  
Table 6.4: Comparison with state-of-the-art MIMO detector.
elements from NBLDPC’s a-posteriori LLRs. Our SISO MMSE implementation sup-
ports 4x4 256-QAM MIMO system, and it achieves the highest throughput and energy
efficiency among the latest published SISO detector designs.
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Figure 6.21: Microphotograph of the MMSE-NBLDPC iterative detector-decoder
chip in 65nm CMOS.
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Figure 6.22: Measured throughput and energy consumption of the MMSE detector
and the NBLDPC decoder. The throughput is measured at the maxi-
mum clock frequency for each supply voltage.
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CHAPTER VII
Conclusion and Outlook
7.1 Conclusion
This dissertation presents the study of low-power and error-resilient VLSI design
issues, and new techniques to improve the reliability, throughput, and energy effi-
ciency. We summarize the work from a device-level perspective and a system-level
perspective.
Device-level perspective: study of transistor and circuit failure
Hold time violation presents a major issue for Vcc scaling and and is a design chal-
lenge especially for a low-power system. We performed detailed analysis on Intel’s
22nm tri-gate technology. A new hold-time violation metric is introduced to define
Vmin as the Vcc in which the hold time exceeds a target percentage (10%) of the
cycle time. In the commonly used master-slave flip-flop, our circuit analysis reveals
that the hold time Vmin is most sensitive to the variations on the NMOS of the first
clock inverter, which needs to be carefully designed for a low-power (low-voltage)
system.
Meanwhile, we characterize the impact of soft errors on VLSI DSP systems through
test chips exposed under heavy-ion radiation. At a low supply voltage of 0.7 V and
low beam energy, the error rates of flip-flops and DSP cores increase by a factor of 2
to 5. At high particle energy, the increase in error rate is almost negligible, suggesting
that the charge conveyed by heavy ion strikes has far exceeded the critical charge and
tuning the supply voltage is ineffective. Increasing the clock frequency increases the
relative importance of transient errors from combinational circuits. The effect is more
pronounced in hardened circuit designs. Our results show that implementing hard-
ened circuits for a low-power and high-performance system under heavy-ion radiation
is not as effective as previously expected.
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System-level perspective: algorithm and architecture co-design
Many VLSI DSP systems are resilient to errors, providing opportunities for more
aggressive voltage scaling or algorithm simplification to reduce power. We propose a
confidence-driven architecture, which is an architectural technique that can be used
to adjust the tradeoff between reliability and performance. In addition, we present
an FPGA-based emulation platform to provide a rapid evaluation of the performance
and reliability of error-resilient circuit designs.
Algorithm and architecture co-optimization provides more opportunities to im-
prove energy efficiency and performance. Targeting MIMO wireless communications,
we propose co-optimization methods to design iterative detection-decoding processor.
We demonstrate new methods to improve the detection algorithm, and simplify the
interface between the detector and decoder. To enhance the throughput and reduce
the energy consumption, we use low-power circuit techniques, including interleaving
for the critical blocks, clock gating on the idle registers, and new circuit architecture
for reciprocal unit. Our design fabricated in 65nm CMOS technology achieves a high
energy efficiency of 19.2 pJ/b and a high throughput of 1.38Gb/s.
7.2 Outlook
Based on the research throughout this dissertation, we briefly outline future re-
search topics.
Device-level perspective: circuit design to monitor errors
(1) Sensors and error detectors are proposed to detect the failure point and indicate
the Vmin point for online adjustment, such as temperature sensor and cannery cir-
cuit for delay monitoring. However, no hold-time violation sensor has been designed
to indicate the hold-time Vmin. Since hold time has become a major concern for
low-power design, it will be necessary to have a hold-time monitor on chip to prevent
such failure occurrence.
(2) Soft errors can silently corrupt a data storage node without being detected even
on radiation hardened circuits. It is therefore necessary to have a more sensitive error
detector to signal suspicious behavior especially on the most important part, such as
a controller or a finite state machine.
System-level perspective: Algorithm and architecture co-designed DSP
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for wireless communication:
(3) No complete iterative MMSE-NBLDPC designs have yet been done because of
insufficient algorithm study of the scaling effects between two cores. Hence, research-
ing the efficient scaling, i.e., by shifting, and completely integrating two cores are
interesting tasks.
(4) NBLDPC decoder processing with different number of GF elements provides the
opportunity to dynamically trade PER performance for a lower power consumption
and a higher energy efficiency. Designing an MMSE-NBLDPC IDD system with tun-
able number of GF elements will make a more efficient and adaptive IDD system for
MIMO wireless communication in the future.
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